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GOVERNOR ISSUES THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION
the State of New
Thanksgiving Day
Proclamation hereby designate
BY THE GOVERNOR

THE WAR CLOUDS of the
world lower darkly and the
future appears dim and uncer
tain in the eastern hemisphere.
No one caa foretell what the
harvest of death may finally
bring forth.
In the sunshine of our own
State of New Mexico the future
is illuminated by our present
prosperous conditions.
In all
lines of industry the past year
has shown great advancement
In education and the thing that
make life better and of more
worth we have made remarkable
progress. Our blessings have
been manifold and our disadvantages largely the imaginings
of minds ill at ease, distorted by
malice or warped by the prejudice of preconceived notions not
in accord with the actual facts
and conditions:
THEREFORE. I WILLIAM
C. MCDONALD.
Governor of

Mexico,

do

THURSDAY, the 25th DAY
OF NOVEMBER. 1915, as
THANKSGIVING DAY
May our hearts bow in unison

with our heads on the alter of a
peaceful, happy state and nation
in praise and thankfulness to an
Providence. ' May the
spirit of good cheer pervade the
homes of all and impress those
blessed with plenty that it is
better to give than to receive,
so that the homes of the poor
and unfortunate may be made
glad by the kind thoughtfulness
of their more prosperous brothers
and sisters.
Done at the Executive Office
this, the 12th Day of November,
1915.
Witness my hand and the
Great Seal of the State of New
all-wi- se

Mexico.

WILLIAM C. Dc DONALD.
Attested:
ANTONIO LUCERO.
Secretary of State.

The Turkey

Santa Fe Fireman Hurt

A turkey that is hatched from
an egg is of few days and full
of trouble.
tie commeth forth like a flow or
and is cut down, he fleetli also
as a shadow and continueth not.
As for the hen turkey, her
day are as grass, as a flower of
the field, so she flourishuth. In
the morning she is a live and
clucketh. in the evening she is
oast into the oven.
Even so it is with the gobbler.
Today he plumeth himself; he
strutteth abroad and draggeth
his wing on the ground as if one
should say, "Aha." Tomorrow
he fallcth a prey to the carver;
his flesh is parted asunder and
his bones are distributed among
the spoilers.
In his pride he eateth earn and
waxeth fat. saying to himself,
"all things are made for my enjoyment." When his fall Cometh there is none who remember-etthe day ef his triumph, and

Las Vegas, N. M. 13. -- Fred
L Jones, a Santa Fe railroad
fireman, who was hit over the
head witL a picit handle by
Clevenger, a Santa Fe locomotive
engineer, is in a serious condition
and may not recover. His skull
was fractured, and he is suffering from concussion of the brain.
Clevenger is under arrest and
the district attorney is awaiting
the result of Jones' injuries before filing information.
The assult occured at the Santa
Fe roundhouse office here. According to stories told by eyewitnesses, Jones and Clevenger
met in the office and engaged
in an argument. It is declared
that Jones used insulting language to Clevenger, accusing him
of causing his discharge from
the ruilway service. Clevenger,
it is declared thought Jones had
a weapon in his possession or
was reaching for his knife. He
left the office and returned
shortly with a pick handle, with
which he acrueK Jones.
The
latter fell to the floor and soon
afterwards was removed to his
home, 1010 Tildren Avenue,
after receiving einermeney treatment from Dr. Smith.

h

all men mock him.
The i.fn turkey thinketh in
secret she will raise a young
brood, and layeth egg3; but when
she is served upon a plutt;r the
eater lays to, and she passeth

away.

ir-R- .

The younjc turkeys, even the
hide
li tile ones, in the spring,

Register Evans Here

themselves 'in the stubble and
strive against the wind and
storm, for life is sweet to little
turkeys.
But when they become big and
fat, and the voice of Thanksgiving is heard in the land, suddenly their clucking ceaseth and
they become a part of the people.

Uagister A, J. Evans, of the
Fort. Sumner land office, was in
the city Friday evening en route
from Fort Sumner to Elida in
his car. He was accompanied
by his family and they expected
to remain in Elida, where they
formerly resided, for a few days
visit.

Lumber Yards Consolidate
VThe stock of lumber, fuel,
building material, etc., which
was last week purchased by Mr.
Petty from the Lone Star Lumber Company, is being moved to
the the Houston Hart Yard.
The Lone Star yard on West
Grand Avenue will be closed
and their entire stock removed
to the other yard.

Catholic Ball
The second annual ball given
by the ladies of the Sacred Heart
church Tuesday night was an
enjoyable affair from start to
finish and the proceeds went to
church benefits.

Episcopal Church

(Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor)
Sunday School at 9:45 a, m.
Service at 11 a. m. and 7:15
Miss Sarah Eastland, the p. m. Subject: "Temperance."
On Thanksgiving Day, service
belle of Bovina, was in lb city
at 9 a. m.
shopping Friday.
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Thanksgiving
ELKS CARNIVAL IN FULL
toil of the summer is over,
The
(BY MRS. IDA Y. MONTI ETH)
the ctops have been garnered.
SWING THIS WEEK
We thank Thee dear Lord
and it ic right and proper now
That we can in Union meet
To worship in this house of Thine that we should stop for a few
Elks' Carnival Week
lodg' in making this a Carnival
And at Thy Mercy Seat.
moments and turn our thoughts,
Yesterday,
today
well
tomorand
worth seeing.
Hundreds
While o'er the world the conflicts and render our thanks to the
row
big
packed
the
will
Elks'
rage
Carnival
the
building
night
last
great giver of every good and
In wars that never cease.
be in full swing. Never before and looked with wonder on the
perfect gift, for bounties we en
W thank Thee that our beautiin the history of Clovis has any- attractive booths, the majority
joy
and the general prosperity
ful land
f which cost much money, time
thing of the kind of such magniRemained neutral and at peace; of tho country. We would be
and
effort. Lack of time and
tude been attempted. The atWe thank The, that our beloved very indignant should any one
space prevents us at this time
accuse us of being ungrateful tractions at the big 100 foot from giving mention toeaeh disPresident
Who by his executive ability
for the favors accorded us; but tquare auditorium would be a play, but suffice it to say that
Proved worthy to rule our land. there is a law of nature that de- credit to a city many times they area credit to each and
crees that if man will not use a larger than Clovis. A visitor every participant
And for all those in authority
Those as
faculty or power, he shall not from a neighboring town that sembled were entertained last
In our own little city so fair.
retain it, and the spirit of is supposed to compare favorably night by members of the Arinsr- May thy by noble Jurisdiction
thankfulness
is not exercised as in size with Clovis, was heard ton Company with some special
Prove worthy of the executive
as
should
be. In this to remark that his town could ties and a dance held swav until
much
it
chair.
that midnight Tonight there will
We thank Thee that thy once excited And feverish race of life, never get up anything
we simply snatch its many bless- would equal it. His excuse was be a masquerade which it is exdid call
"Thy Twelve" their faithful ings without stopping to think that the business men lacked pected will attract a larte crewd
of the source from whence they the progressiveness shown by and on the final night a large
watch to keep;
And we oak Tbee to bless Thy came, and we are slowly, but the Clovis merchants. Appar- aumber of visitors from nearby
surely losing this principle of ently no effort has been spared towns is expected to overtax the
ministers here
With power to guard their sheep; gratitude, and as the general both by the merchants and the capacity of the building.
Keep those in the fold safe prosperity increases, we are
withdrawing more and more in
within
Railroad News
mechanic's office.
Santa Fe
And bring back those whe have to the little circle of self. As The shop
Magazine.
apprentices
have or
we become more and more in
strayed to sin.
ganized a football team and have
The shop apprentice foot ball
bewe
other,
dependent
of each
We thank Thee for those person-a- l
team were defeated by the
games
several
matched.
come more and more selfih, exlives
High School team Saturacting and ungrateful not only G. M. Hamilton, official photo day
Whom Thy love has blessed,
to the tune of 29 to 7.
grapher,
was
Clovis
in
recently
That they today may do their toward the Lord but toward each taking pictures
Passenger Conductor, Fitzpat-ricfor the magazine.
But let Thanksgiving
other.
part
and wife have returned to
Lewis Monroe,
Emory and
day remind us that we should
To bring others to Thy breast.
Clovis
after an absence of sevWe thank Thee for the children be grateful; and gratitude, like Emmette Boyle and Carl Cook eral months during which time
pther tman principles, comes are new apprentices in the shops Mr. Fitzpatrick was on the Pecos
Thse li'.tlu ones of Thine.
Clovis.
Who come to brighten our path- to us by cultivation; either from at
Valley south end run. He has
or
Ross Pixley, chief clerk to
pressure of circumstances
ways
discipline. Superintendent Evans, has re been given his old run west to
from
Like Messengers divine;
Albuquerque.
We thank Thee for the blessings But in these prosperous times, turned from a two weeks vaca
few of us take the trouble to tion spent in Kansas.
Thou has laid at our door;
Woman's Missionary
J. H. Andes has been trans
And for the hope to meet in impose much self discipline, or

Thanksgiving Peem

Por-tal-

es

k,

self-impose- d

.

Heaven,
The loved ones gone before.
Althought life must have its
trials,
We know that Thou are near
To hide us O'er each dark war,
And that our prayers Thou'll
hear.
Make us worthy Lord to walk
Where the Saints of old have
trod,
And show by the nobility of our
lives,

Our Christian love for God.

Land Office Procedure
Change is Announced
An important change in pro-

cedure and practice covering
contests in the federal land office is announced.
Hereafter
the statements in the application
must be corroborated by the affidavit of at least one witness
having personal knowledge of
the facts in relation to the contested entry, as if proven would
render it subject to cancellation,
and these facts must be set
forth in the affidavit.
Transferers and incumbrancers of land, the title to which
is contested or is in process of
acquisition under any public
land, shall upon filing notice of
the transfer of incumbrance in
the land office, become entitled
to receive and be given the
same notice of any contest or
other proceeding thereafter had
affecting such land which is re
quired to be given the original
entryman or claimant

to cultivate the noble principle
of thankfulness, but give full
rein to all the selfish instincts of
the animal nature, and especially to the greed for money getting; and out of this state of affairs grew all the strifes of the
home and country; all the strikes
and convulsions arising from the
contentions between anarchy,
which attempts to extort that
which is not freely given, and
the only remedy that we see for
this festering state of affairs is
which
some awful calamity,
fragwring
us
the
from
shall
rance of human sympathy, or
some tremendous impulse that
will cause the people to put a
check upon the selfish propensities and compel ui to acknowledge our mutual dependence upon each other as well as upon
the Lord of Heaven. .So, welcome to Thanksgiving Day, and
let us learn a lesson of gratitude
which shall bring us, instead of
a curse, a blessing from our universal prosperity.

ferred from Topeka to Clovis as
tool room foreman, vice John
Gibson, transferred to Topeka.
Machinist apprentice, Lester
Wilson, who was injured several
weeks ago by being thrown from
a horse, is on the job again.
F. E. Slaton, Ensel A. Hall
and Earnest A. Kuhn finished
their apprenticeship during October and are now full fledged
machinists.
E. E. Bundy, rnaintainance
clerk in the superintendent's of
fice, has resigned. He will go
to Colorado to engage in the
hotel business.
Olen J. (Red) Faulkner, chief
clerk to the trainmaster at Wins- low; spent a day in Clovis visiting.. old friends.
"Red" was
formerly chief dispatcher's clerk

at Clovis.
Graduate

Machinist Appren

The second annual open meeting of the Woman's Missionary
Society of M. E. Church South
was held at the evening service
November 14.
The society had the preceed-in- g
week observed the week of
prayer and self denial as outlined by the Woman's Missionary
Council of M. E. Church South.
The study for the week being
Home Missionary
work
among the Orientals on the Pacific Coast and the importance
of Japan as a foreign field.
The pastor had preached a
stirring Missionary sermon at
the morn nig service and the
Missionery program rendered kt
tho evening service by the
Women of the Missionary Society was Ja fitting climax to the
week's study and prayer ser-

the

tice, Laural B. Johnson has been vices.

selected from the southern dis
trict as one of the graduate apprentices to be sent by the company ti the Baldwin Locomotive
Carter Case Reversed
Works for special training in
The case of the state of New locomotive construction.
He
Mexico vs Wilkie Carter in which served his entire apprenticeship
Carter was charged with con- at Clovis.
ducting a game of chance and
W. J. Stuart chief clerk to
convicted in the District court the master mechanic, left last
here, ws9 reversed by the Su- month for a bear hunt in the
preme Court of the state Tues- wilds of New Mexico. He took
day and a new trial ordered. with him enough guns, knives
Carter was represented by at- and ammunition to keep a Mexi
torney Gillenwater. The state can revolution busy for some
was represented by Assistant time, and as bo word has been
Attorney General Bewman.
received from him, we take it
busy leading the
Mr. Vincent, with the Wichita that he is too
yards) into camp.
fifty
(by
bears
Mrs. Henry Barria and little Lithographing Company, was in
-Mr.
Later.
Stuart has just
daughters Pauline and Ester re- the city Monday en route home
reports having
and
returned
Guadalupe
turned Sunday night from a aix from a trip to the
and seen four
bears
two
of
heard
his
and
where
he
mountains,
weeks visit to Mrs. Barria' parbagged
one silver- He
deer.
deer.
a
and
killed
bear
a
Norparty
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
hide is
The
squirrel
man who reside near Spring-fiel- He reports seeing a band of tipped
ha
muter
ow
en exhJbitfdU
mountain sheep.
lie,"
d,

Meeting

The Society is indebted to the
choir for well chosen and well
rendered music, a duett by Mr,
Seder and Mrs. Skarda being
especially enjoyed.
A general survey of the Woman's Missionary Council was
given by Mrs. Carroon.
The work being done among
the Orientals on the Paciflo
coast was given by Mrs. Seder.
Miss Jennings, who Is a missionary to China, home for a
visit was present and gave a
talk on "China as I see
"What our Society needs"
was ably handled by Mrs, Austin.

it"

Mrs.

W. G.

Nutter gave a

reading.
Mrs. Childsrs talked on "Giv-

ing."
At the clou ef the programs
offering of (13. ft) was received.
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Photo Play

from-ik?

of ike Same JVamc? Fhxlucea
JF

Iccvrtfrviy

bylng Vnagiaph. Com pom

8YNOPSI8.
naycholoKlat.
Profeaanr Rtiilltcr.
and
Qodon Hiirclny, millionaire, plun to
of e(fl- reach to liie world (hit
army through a young nnd lioautlful
woman who ahull believe Unit "lie ! a
keaven-aen- t
meaaenicer. They kldnup the
drphaned Utile Ameabury alrl, playmate
Tommy Steele, and oonuw Iter In a
cavern. In rare of a woman, to be molded
t4 then plan aa ahe arowa up. Fifteen
years elapae. Tommy la auoptea Dy Bar
4ay. but loaea Ida helrahlp and on I
hunting trip dlaeovere Celeatla. Blllllter
Iowa, she (flu away from both of tliem,
.and her real work bealne. At Barclay'a
Darona
invitation ana meete ina Duain-awho are converted to her new goepel.
BiM makes an Irnpreaalon on tha society
Tommy lolna the lutinr nnbi.
world.
Ttfmmy play Joaeph to the wife of ft
modern I'otipnar and la readied rrom a
lynchlnr parly by Celeatla. film prevent
a? maaaarre
of atrlkera, and settles the
e
strike. Mm. Ounadorf and Mary
rynnplre. Btllllter, jealous, begins
power ireacnerouaiy.
ma
nypnoiio
uie
Sturclay beulim a vamnalttn for the nreal- den In I nomination and Celeatla apreada
her nropuKiimla of efficiency ua Ilurclny'a
form. Tommy oppoaea her and Mary
llai'ketnne plnta
death.
The plot
.
filllH. nnd Mm. Uunadorf
Bllllller
hypnotize celeatla to Join Mm, preparea
for llielr mnrrlaice, and wlrea Barclay aha
Tommy and
baa none bunk to heaven.
Kreddy the Ferret rescue her and take
her. allll under Stllllter'a unholy anell. to
tio rave aha knew aa heaven.
Btllllter
ayempia to murner Tommy and aauln
flees with Celeatla. Barclay abjures (treed
tufli or power and cieairea real great-neaFreddy reacuea Oeleatla from Bill.
liter, who atnrta a foreat lire and la
frowned while trying to earn pe from It,
Tommy flnda the Ferret and Celeatla and
In the cava telle her her atory. Back In
New Tork ahe publicly accuses the trium
virate.
a

ready for tbe master the year round,
the triumvirate, if only they could
reach It, would be as safe from mob
violence aa on a ship at sea.
A ateep climb, a wild expanse of
star-li- t
moor, little ancient trees growing very close together, a atrong perfume of bayberry bushes, of aweet
fern and rosea, and then the
softly lighted hall, with
many menservanta,
cool, delightful
night, aoundly slept these were
la's first Impression of Qull Island.
In tha morning ahe went with her
husband to tha eastern cliffs, and
ahe bad her first look at tha ocean
unsullenly tumbling,
der a gray and sullen sky.
Ce-le- st

whlte-mane-

d

Hlack-rtiin-

I

Celi-stla'- s

dli-a-

a--

a.

FIFTEENTH INSTALLMENT
Gordon Barclay's servants bad or-dera to admit no one without orders,
The city was In a turmoil. With each
fresh edition of tbe newspapers the
situation of tbe conspirators became
more serious.
In the public parks
effigies of them were hanged or
burned. It became necessary to keep
a cordon of police about Barclay's
house. In Scmmea' house and Sturte- vant's no window remained whole. For
twenty hours these two men bad been
Barclay's guests.
Gunsdorf's great hour had come
JUjat hour for which be had plotted
"all his life, and Hod for and schemed
for. He had been the leading figure
In the mob that had triod to lynch
the triumvirate In the first burst of
rage. And he found himself suddenly
at the head of all the lawless ele
ments In the city.
He was drunk
with power and a sense of his own
impni'tance.
But openly he spoke of
hla love for mankind.
Through a man friendly to him and
deep in Gunsdorf's councils, Tommy
learned that the life of the man who
had adopted him and boen good to blm
was In danger. His house was to be
stormed over the heads of the police, and himself hanged or torn to
pieces, aa might happen.
fled
All thvilr differences
from
Tommy's mind, and he remembered
only their mutual affection; so he hur
ried to the old familiar house and was
presently admitted.
"It's just to say a few words," said
Tommy, and be told Barclay what
Giunsdort was planning for that very
day.
"We'll go to Gull Island," Barclay
said simply, "till this thing has blown
over. I suppose you are not unhappy
bout what has happened. It's a pity
she came back. . . . Tommy, when
we quarreled I was ambitious for power
ly.
I began to think that Celeatla was a real panacea for a sick
world. So that If I had been destined
to rule, I would have ruled for the
rood of the people. I want you to
know that what began In cynicism
ended In faith and honesty.
I have
put you back In my will for practically
everything I possess.
Carlton Fitch
has turned knave. Mary, If she marries him, will be worthy of him."
"You'll need somebody to keep
bouse for you at Qull Island," said
Tommy. He was too moved to refer
to what he bad just learned. "1 11
get Celeatla there as quickly as I
call."
"Have you married her?"
Tommy looked very manly when be
aid that be bad. And Barclay smiled
dazzling smiles.
one of bla
"And I think," he said finally, "that
you had better get out of this house
as quickly as you can. I'm going, too.
I can t afford to be a hero,"
They shook hands and parted, never
to meet In this life again.
Late that night Tommy and Celestia
and Freddie tbe Ferret, whom Tommy
was trying to train to be hla valet,
caught the last boat for Bartell'a, on
Martell's Island, from which Gull s Island msy be reached In an hour In a
fast launch. They had had no word
of what had happened In New York.
Tommy, without arousing ausplclon,
eould not find out if Barclay. Semmes
ssd Sturtevant bad gone on ahead,
or were following.
"If they are behind us," be said to
Cejestia,' "they'll have to charter
Perhaps father will come all
the way by boat that would be best
His own yacht would be spotted. But
He'll work something."
Qjjll Island resembles a loaf of
tread that baa risentoptoo much. uponA
is set
itmnaed. billowing
Jatgh, almost perpendicular sides.
U this Uiajad ratreut, open and
old-tim- e

some-tQJn-

Soon after Tommy's departure, and
before tha triumvirate could complete
their arrangementa for tbe retreat to
Gull's Island, the streets contiguous
to Gordon Barclay'a house and the
streets In the neighborhood begun to
fill with men and women who looked
like the dregs of the city.
But It waa immediately in front of
the house that the crowd waa thickest and most menacing.
There waa no actual violence until
QunBdorf arrtvod. He, high above the
crowd on an improvised rostrum,
roared for blood and vengeance.
Weapons began to flash.
Then the police tried to disperse tha
mob, and, after hard fighting and
the breaking of many heads, were
overpowered, passed over and awept
aside. Then the crowd began to awarm
over the tall Iron gates and the spiked
Iron fence.
There was a fountain a bronze
youth, arms akimbo, who with puffed
cheeks blew a fine spray of water. Him
certain stray violent men pried from
his base, and used, swinging him by
the feet and arms, to batter down
the solid, heavy front door of the
house.
This done, the leaders rushed in,
and for a moment were halted by the
dignity and granuncompromising
deur of the hall. Facing them was a
flight of marble steps. At the top of
these stood Gordon Barclay. When
the crowd recognized him they yelled
like a pack of wolves. The corners
of his mouth twitched with a kind of
He turned slowly
glassy contempt.
and passed through a doorway that
was just behind him, slammed the
door shut and locked it. Not till then
did he show a sign of fear or haste.
Now, however, he ran swiftly through
the library, out at the other end,
and down a back stair to the service
courtyard.
Here, headed for tall
wooden gates In a tall brick wall over
which wisteria was festooned, stood
a powerful limousine car. The engine was purring. On the box sat two
brave and handsome young men of the
In the body of the
Barclay livery.
car Riit Scmmos and. Sturtevant. Sturtevant looked furiously angry. Semmes
looked seasick.
At the gates stood two footmen ready
Most of the
to fling them open.
crowd was at the front of the house.
Meanwhile the bronze boy of the
fountain came up the front stair, battered head first, and waa used to ram
down the door behind which Barclay
had been seen to disappear.
The first man to enter the long, rich
library was Gunsdorf. He gave only
a glance at the open panel which disclosed the Inviting interior of a safe,
or at the greenbacks and yellowbacka
of all denominations which the wily
financier bad acattered about the
room, on tables, on chairs, on tbe
floor such things were for children.
Raging for his comrades to follow
him, Ounsdorf rushed the length of tha
room, found the back stair down which
Ilarclay bad retreated, and came In
less time than it takes to tell It to
the service court at the back of the
house.
But nobody followed Gunsdorf. Tbe
open safe, the scattered bills, stopped
men aa a solid cliff might have done.
Vengeance was forgotten, and tbe
crowd began to loot.
When Gunsdorf reached the court
yard the gatea were half open. On
atrong ateel brackets fixed to the
back of the car were two spare rims,
with Inflated tires. These formed a
resting place for Gunsdorf's feet and
a grip for hla hands. But the first
forward leap of the car, followed by
swerve to tbe left, ala
most threw blm off.
Shots were fired. The car went over
something soft that screamed, and
that remained in the street after the
car had passed and thwacked like a
newly landed flsb.
Gunsdorf stood upon the spare tires
and clung to them and the lights of
New York whirled by.
Tbe scene of the riot waa far be
hind. Up Fifth avenue the car raced.
It was that hour before dark when
tbe summer traffic was light, and the
face of the great Gordon Barclay at
the window of tha car waa enough to
make even tbe boldest traffio cop
think twice.
Through Central park, out Seventh
avenue, across McComb's dam bridge.
up Jerome avenue, through Fordbam
to the Polbam parkway, into New Ro- cbelle and out, through Mamaroneck,
halr-raltiln-

.

Portcbester, the car flew. And
llko grim death, bla purpose never
swerving, Gunsdorf clung to the spare
tires. IIIb feat waa worthy of a
bettor. Vengeance la no man's. "Ven
geance is mine, saith tbe Lord."
The old Ashing town of Giddlngs
was dark as sin. The financiers, conferring, had determined to make this,
rather than Mlssaquld, their point of
departure
They would be to late
to catch the last boat for Bartell'a.
Giddlngs, with MisBaquld, formed the
base of a triangle, of which Gull Island
was the apex.
Therefore, If they
could here charter some craft to convey tbem to the Island, there would
be a great aavlng of time.
The car ran half way through the
little town, turned a right angle and
descended to the wharves, and here,
In tbe darkness, stopped.
Gunsdorf
waa the first to alight. He slipped
Into the shelter of a shed that
smelled of flsb and flung himself to tha
ground.
Why didn't be shoot down tha financiers aa they alighted from tha car?
Hla handa were so cramped from gripping tha tires he oould not have held
or pointed a gun; they were shaking
Ilka leaves of poplar treea In a wind.
He waa in acute physical pain.
But, lying on the ground, writhing
with exhaustion, be began to recover
little by little from the ordeal through
which he had passed, and be was able
to keep an eye on the car and on the
shadowy men whom he hated, and to
listen to what they bad to say to each
other and to the fisherman whom they
routed from his bed, and who finally,
for a prodigious sum of money, consented to venture out In the easterly
storm that waa brewing and carry
them and their luggage to Gull Island.
The name of his little schooner was
the Mary Nye. She was at the end
of the long wharf, half unloaded. No,
he had given up fishing. There waa
They could
more money in coasting.
start at once; he would have to get
hla crew together two men and a boy.
Had they really come all the way
from New York? They must be bard
set Better come to the house. He'd
rout the misses out of bed, and she'd
give them coffee.
Barclay gave some orders to bis
driver, and much money; also he gave
much money to the other man on the
box, and he shook hands with them
both and thanked them for their dovo-tioto them, and told them that their
future would be his care.
Then the car went one way, and the
financiers and the fishermen went another, and prosently Gunsdorf doubled
half over, like a man crippled with
rose from hla hiding
rheumatism,
place, and hobbled off In a third.
The Mary Nye lay in the lee of the
long wharf near the end. She was a
Kye,

that the preaeuce on the schooner of
a man unknown and unvouched for
So he descended
was not pleasant.
Into the bold, struck a match, and had
a look at the sleeper's face.
Then very softly he returned to the
dock, half closed the hatch, and,
thrusting his bead through the open
Ing that remained, be called loudly:
"Wake up, there!"
The snores ceased and were fol-

lowed by a kind of sleepy groaning,
"Gunsdorf," called Barclay in a
sharp, incisive voice, "can you hear
me?"
"I hear you."
"What are you doing on thla boat?'
No answer.
"Well, you'll not be able to do any
mischief. You seem to like It down
there. I am going to close this batch
so that you can't open It You will
not get out until the boat la back of
her starting point Tha captain la a
safe man. Yon will not And out from
him where I have been aet ashore. 80
to yon."
Gunsdorf'a answer waa to fire two
Barwild shots from bis automatic.
clay alammed tbe batch to and suc
ceeded In fastening It so that It could
not be opened from below.
Then he went once more to the captain and talked to htm for aome time
In an undertone. After that be waked
Sturtevant and Semmea to tell them
what had happened.
"He's been Insane for some time,'
said Sturtevant. "He wouldn't atop
at anything. I hope to God be hasn't
got a stick of dynamite with him. He'd
think nothing of blowing himself to
pieces If we went, too."
Gunsdorf bad no stick of dynamite.
He had only an automatlo with a few
cartridges In the magazine, and an In
sane, murderous rage and hatred In
bis breast.
So they'd land somewhere, would
they? He'd be carried back to the
starting point, would he? Not if he
knew it. His ride on the back of tbe
automobile waa all In vain, waa It?
He'd show 'em damn em!
And his hands, their strength refreshed by hatred, Insanity and suicidal daring, sought and found the
big augor and began to bore a hole
through the bottom of the schooner.
He would drown, but so would they!
After a time the edge of the hole he
was boring became damp, water began
to trickle from the bit, then to spit
and hiss, then the bit went clear
through, and when he had withdrawn
It water spouted upward as from a
garden hose.
Gunsdorf laughed aloud, and at once
began to bore a second hole. When
he had nearly flnlBhed a third the bit
broke short off, and Gunsdorf cursed.
But the Mary Nye was taking in a
good deal of water, and the failure
of the bit only seemed to have post- good-nig-
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had
rolled precariously when ah
drifted out of the lea of the doomed
achooner. and when she bit the rough
water she rolled quietly over and floated bottom up.
Tbe shock of the cold water revived
Ounsdorf bo that be did not at once
drown. He succeeded In getting hold
of the bout and keeping bis head out
of water.
Over the Inverted bows Harclay
out of the water and lay
crawled
From the eastern cliffs, which re
on the arched, slippery botceived the onslaught of the open sea, aprawllng
boat. From this advantaof
tom
the
Tommy and Celestia walked to those
he looked about eagerlower western cliffs whose feet are geous position
Of
see whom he could help.
washed by the less strenuous waters ly to
party only Barclay and tha
which flow between Gull Island and that whole
swim. Sturtevant and
the mainland, and here, sheltered boy could they
ever came to the lor- Semmes,
it
from the wind, they seated them
selves, ostensibly to admire tha view,
but really to admire each other.
Tbe view consisted of gray water,
a vast expanse of It in commotion,
and of a vast expanse of small gray
sky; and, many mllea distant, a small
schooner beating alowly up to tbe Is
land.
"They must be cooking a bonny
breakfast," said Tommy, "Judging
from tha smoke."
"Judging by the smoke," said Celestia, "they've got more than one
stove."
"By George yon are right!" said
Tommy. Then, a moment later, with
excitement:
"She'a on Are. That 'a
why the davlta are swung outboard.
They are waiting till the last moment
to lower a boat Thank the Lord
they've got one! I suppose tbey want
to get Into the lee of the Island. It
must be pretty rough out there for a
skiff. They're not making much
headway, though. She looka very low
In the water.
Probably leaks like
a sieve, and the Are keeps them frou
getting to tbe pumps."
"Can't we do anything to help?"
Ve
"Not unless the launch baa come
back from Bartolls. She went over
early for newspapers and supplies.
Let's go see."
So they raced off to tha landing.
The launch had not yet returned, and
thore was neither sight nor sound of
her. A catboat without even a mast Began to Bore a Hole Through the
waa drawn up on ways, and the only
Bottom of the Schooner.
other craft at the landing was a
skiff, so low iu the water face, were never seen again by morthat she could not have lived In the tal eyes. The boy swam to tho boat
rough water outside of the harbor.
and climbed up on it, with Harcluy's
"We can't do any good," said Tommy help.
with a great deal of regret In his
Then for the first time Barclay saw
voice. Let's hurry back and see the the agonized face of Gunsdorf. The
end of It."
man's grip was falling, and lie knew
They stopped at the house for Aeld It. At a little distance Captain Nye
glasses, of which there were several floated fuce down, His two men
pairs in a drawer or the hall table, and to the surface, came together, clinched
hurried back to the western cliffs.
and died, each trying to use the oth
In his explorations of the night be er as a ladder by which to climb nut
Qunsdorf
fore
had noted the sacks of of the water.
lime raised from the floor of the hold
Ilarclay looked for a while coldly
to keep them from any chance water. into Gunsdorf'a face, and then looked
And It dawned upon him it waa his away.
own fault that they had got wet.
"For God s sake help me!"
and generated enough heat to set the
Burrlay'a expression did not clutiiRe.
ship on Are.
He did not look at Gunsdorf.
Captain Nye had kept hla courage
"For Christ's sake!"
up, and hold grimly to the task of
Then the llttlo boy, his teeth chat
trying to make head against the Are tering, said:
" "Taln't pretty to see men drown,"
against
and
the water rising in the
hold.
and bi'gnn to blubber.
Through what remained of the
With an oath Ilarclay reached for
night, and through nil the long, anx- Gunsdorf and tried to draw him out
ious morning, he and hlB two men, aid- of the water. It was a dlflkult and
ed by Barclay, Semmns and Sturteprecarious operntion.
vant, had fought like heroes against
"Hteudy! Pon t get rattled!" said
the fire and water.
Barclay. "You, boy, steady her as
It was discouraging to have to cart much as you can."
so much of
into the burning after-holAnd Barclay worked with all his
the water that they blistered their strength to save the wretched nisn'a
hands pumping It out of It. At one life.
time It looked as If they were going
There was a strange look In Guns
to get the Are under control. In Hint dorf ' face. It wna no longer hatred.
event they could have kept the vessel There wns hope In II; but, mora than
afloat indefinitely.
that, (here wub something that was
Captain Nyc had suggested bringing akin to love. A miracle hud been
Gunsdorf on dock and putting him wrought in the evil man's heart.
to work, and the effort had been made.
Ilarclay trying to save Mm!
The man was disarmed as he came
"You're a good man," he suid. "I
up, wet to the knees and choking with thought you were the devil."
smoke. But at the sight of Ilarclay
"My man," said Barclay, "I can't get
He would not you up hero. I'm sorry. My strength
all his hate returned.
work; they couldn't make him.
Is petered out. If it'a any comfort to
"Why the hell should I." said he, you, I forgive you for what you have
when I took thd trouble to bore the done. I've done plenty of evil. too. I
holes that are sinking her and to start guess we both thought we were trying
the- Are that's burning ber?"
to do good. We looked at life from
All regarded the man with a hor
You didn't believe
different anglea.
ror that was akin to awe. Anger suc- that men like me were human beceeded this.
ings; 1 had the same feeling about
"Is that the truth?" asked Captain men like you.
I guess that's mostly
Nye?"
what's the matter with this world, any
way.
"Yes."
Captain Nye motioned to bla two
Holding tightly to Gunsdorf's hand,
men. They seized Gunsdorf, and after he still managed to keep the an
a short struggle cast him back Into archist's head out of water.
bla prlaon and battened down the
All
this Tommy and Celestia
saw from the top of tbe cllffa. They
hatch.
'There's no room for blm In the had recognized the two chief actora
amall boat," aaid Captain Nye; "and In the drama, and Tommy's suspense
there's no more mischief he can do over the fate of the man who had
down below."
been good to him waa awful to see.
It was only the fatigue of those who It wss that white, quiet auspenae that
were trying to save ber that even- transcends all outcry and lamenta
tually aettled the fata of the Mary Nye. tion.
Her captain called the party together.
"Gunsdorf," said Barclay. "I'm slip
all bands,"
"Thanks,
ba said. ping; I can't hold yon any longer. I'm
"You've done all men could do. We'll sorry."
need what strength we've got left to
"All right," said Qunsdorf. And ha
get us ashore. 80 let ber burn."
let go of Barclay'a band and sank like
The boy, who had been at tbe wheel a atone.
ever since the discovery of the Are,
"My .God!"
Barclay.
exclaimed
waa relieved by Captain Nye. The
What sand!"
boy promptly lay down on the deck,
The moment Gunsdorfa head reaD-tS- )
and the othera followed suit, resting peered Barclay slipped qnletly Into
themselves against the time of em- the water and tried to save him. But
barking In tbe small boat
Gunsdorf had gone down
At last the moment came when CapHe waa too confused to untain Nye thought best to abandon his derstand the calm, steadying comship.
His eyes Ailed with tears.
mand of Barclay to keep bis hesd
"Don't grieve, captain," aaid Bar- to keep stilt
clay; "I'll pay you ber value Ave times
He tried to climb upon bis would- over. You're a good man."
be savior, and they went down togeth
Aa they were about to step into er. Then Barclay'a presence of mind
the boat that bumped alongside, but left him, and be, too, grappled.
little below the level of the sinking
And so they died In each other'a
deck, Barclay aaid curtly:
"I can't arms.
leave Gunsdorf to die like that'
Tbe little boy, his teeth chattering.
He himself unfastened the hatch. pushed on the Inverted boat blubber
Gunsdorf had climbed up the ladder to Ing bitterly.
keep out of water aa long as posOn the cliff of Gull Island the girl
sible. He was more dead than alive. from heaven waa trying t.i console
Tbey had to lift blm Into the boat
one of tha richest men la the world.
She rode very low in the water and
(TUB END.)
Mary Nye tl.i she went down? She
carried a boat for Just such an emer
gency. But be, Gunsdorf, while the
others rowed merrily off, would be
left In the dark.
In the first moment of reasoning it
did not occur to him that the ship
was on fire. Rather be thought that
tbe smoke was some devilish device
of the triumvirate to asphyxiate blm.
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Ounsdorf Clung to

dirty little shin. Amldshlp was a
hold, formerly used aa a container for
codfish; It still smelled of tbem. The
hatchway giving access to this bold
was open, and Into it Gunsdorf descended. It seemed to blm, after exploring the schooner from stern to
stem, to offer the best means of concealment The little cabin aft was
cleaner. It would be the chclce of the
triumvirate for their own quarters.
Gnnsdorf was half crazy with fatigue.
In a far corner of the bold
he found a pile of aacking and flung
himself down on them. But there waa
something bard among them that hurt
him. He groped for this, and found
that It waa a powerful
augur, fixed with en inch and a half

bit

He pushed It to one side and in a
moment waa sound asleep,
e

e

Barclay waa restless; the cabin waa
stuffy and verminous; be preferred the
deck and the open air. So It happened that In passing the main hatch,
in a lull of the wind, he heard a sound
of a man snoring. He had left Semmes
and Sturtevant complaining of the discomforts of the cabin. Captain Nye
waa at the wheel, the two men and
the boy forward.
"Here." thought Barclay, "we've got
a stowaway aboard. Some poor
of a wharf rat, 1 suppose."
He strolled aft
"There's someone asleep In tha
main hold," he said.
"Tha bell there ial"
"Yon can bear him anorlng if you
listen In the hatchway."
"Well, let him anore."
Gradually It dawned upon Barclay

tht

Spare Tires.

poned the time when the sea should
close over her.
But In tbe book of fate the Mary
Nye waa not destined to perish by water alone. Among her heterogeneous
coastwise cargo which had not been
unloaded, from the small bold back of
the main hold, were two sacks of unslaked lime. After a time a trickle
of water found Its way to these, and
they began to smoke.
Tha first person to ba aware of the
smoke waa Gunsdorf. It Altered into
the main bold before it found Ita way
to the deck. Gunsdorf at the moment,
with a kind of diabolical eagerness,
waa trying to calculate the rapidity
with which tha water waa rising. This
was a difficult matter, owing to the
motion of the vessel.
When be smelled tbe amoka his
heart almoat atopped beating, ba waa
frightened.
Water and dynamite had
no terror for him, but death by Are
had always been his nightmare. He
was like a man waking after a great
drunkenness, during which, let us say,
he baa committed aome crime which
his frenzied brain at the time of Ha
commission had seemed a reasonable
and even a meritorious thing to do,
but the memory of which makea tha
same brain, the fumes of alcohol gone,
a prey to the most awful terror and
remorse.
In short, the man bad recovered
from his murderous and suicidal madness. ' He waa sane a rational creature, who realized what he bad done,
and that the deed was in vain, and
that he alone would be destroyed
by It
What madnesa to suppose that such
a man aa Barclay would atay by the

open-mout-
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LEARN THE RETAIL CUTS OF BEEF
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Retail Cuta of Beef.
7

majority of meat consumers bave no knowledge whatever of the food value of meat from
different parts of the carcasi, but
make their lelectlons of meat aolely
according to bablt or fancy. In fact,
little accurate data along tbla line
baa hitherto been available to those
who wished to buy meats on a rational
basis. As a result, a few
cuts are generally In demand, and
the remainder of the carcass It a
"drug on the market."
To such an
extreme baa this condition developed
that a portion of the carcass (loin and
of
ribs), forming only about
f
Ha weight, represents nearly
In view of the
of its retail cost.
iarge place which meat occuplea In
the America dlot. amounting to nearly
of the average expenditure
for all food, the Importance of an intelligent understanding of the subject ou the part of the consumer Is
read II) apparent.
Not only are the foregoing statements true of meat producers and
consumers eascntiul to the eutlre
Industry, on the one hand, and
the economic welfare of the
public on the other, that a more
Intelligent understanding of the different cuts of ment be acquired by
consumers generally.
An Increased
demand for those portions of the carcass which are now dilllcqlt for the
butcher to dispose of would contribute
largely toward a more stable condition
of the trade and thus enable the producer to operate with greater confidence and economy. At the same time
It would effect a tremendous saving
to the consumer himself by more
nearly equalising the market values
of the various cuts and by enabling
the retailer to operate wjth a smaller
margin of proilt, thereby helping to
olve the high cost of living, In so
far as meat is concerned.
Ioln steaks average 69 per cent
lean, 32 per cent visible fat, anu V
per cent bone. Sirloin stoaks in general contain a greater proportion of
lean and smaller proportion of fat
than porterhouse and club steaks.
Klb roasts contain, on the average,
66 per cent lean, 30 per cent visible
fat, and 16 por cent bone.
The various cuts made from the

A

LARGE

well-know-

'

one-fourt-

one-hal-

one-thir-

beef-catt-

beet-eatin-

per cent lean, 19 per cent tat, and
per cent bone. The shoulder clod
contains 80 per cent lean and only
6 per cent bone.
The various plate cuts brlakrt,
navel and rib ends average 61 per
cent lean, 41 per cent fat, and 8 per
cent bone.
From the proportions of lean, fat
and bone of different cuts, tbeir
relative economy at retail prices may
be determined. The net cost of lean
meat Is an approximate Index of the
relative economy of steaka and roasts,
since they are purchased ind used for
69
11

in the living animals to make It
tough; but this Is larking In the flavor to be found In tbe tougber cuts.
Now, In tbe matter ot cutting beef,
many butchers differ as to method,
and It will repay one to make a survey of butcher shops In ber own and
neighboring localities. Having visited
them all. noticed tbe degree of cleanliness with wbicb tbe meal is bandied
and maJe a comparison ol ruts and
prices, aa well as quality, tbb housekeeper can then make ber choice ol
ahops and patronize tbe one at which
abe geta tbe best value for her money.
willing and
A butcher la ordinarily
glad to Instruct bis customers In the
different cuts of meat, to suggest econof (rooking
omies
and methods
best adapted to each cut. Ha usually possesses a good deal of knowledge concerning cooking and seasoning, and will be glad to Impart this
knowledge to any customer who seems
to want It. For Instance, on butcher will suggest what be calls a "blade
roast" in place of a prime rib roast,
a cut which baa blade of gristle between the meat and tbe outside fat.
Tbla he will trim out, bone and roll
the meat, giving a solid roast, without waste, and tbe balance of tbe
meat around the ends of tbe bones
r cascan be utilized for stewing
serole cooking. He will recommend
t fancy rolled brisket for corning Instead of tbe more expensive cut from
the rump, which, while certainly tender and well flavored, has a large
He will tell you,
amount of waste.
when you order ham burg steak, to
add a half cupful of breadcrumba and
two or three tablespoontuls ot water
to your bamburg ateak to make It
lighter and Improve the flavor. All
these hints bave been gleaned from
women who were Interested In tbe
subject of marketing and were not
afraid to let the butcher know It
Having decided upon the ahop,
make It a point to learn all tbe cuta
ot meat the butcher lias, as butchers
differ, aa before auggested. In tbe
way they cut the meat. There Is a
wide divergence In the way tbe rump
of beet Is cut, for Instnnce, and tbe
way In which lamb and veal are cut
up is ulso a matter of the butcher's
To Illustrate, one butcher
opinion.
In a small town cut lamb chops from
the first being
the forequarter,
trenched, and those near tbe shoulder, which he called rack chopa, being sold at a less price, for stewing or
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Women are now making nearly all
the wine used In France.

HORSE SALE DISTEMPER

You know what you aell or buy through the air hm about
one I'lmnce In fifty to eacapn HAI.W B TAB MO D1STKMPER.
"BPOHN'H" la your I run protection, your only safeguard, for
rs sure na you treat all your horses with It, yuu will sooa
he rid of the dlsH'ixH. It eel na a sure preventive, no matter how they are "exported." 50 renta and $1 a bottle; M
and I0 doien bottle, at all pond drumjlsta, horse goods houses,
by the manufacturer.
or
IPOHN MEDICAL CO., Chamltlt and Bictarlologlitl, OOSHEN., INO, U. S. A.

Write marine Rye Itemedf Co., Chicago
for llliumtod Uoolt of the Eje Free.

Craven Knight.
"Never speak to me again," exclaimed the fair maid, as with flashing eyes she banded back to the footYou can't' reason a man out of
ball hero the ring be had so proudly
ho hasn't been reasoned Into.
placed on her finger a few store days
before. "I can never marry a cowSWAMP-ROO- T
ard."
STOPS
"A coward?" he stammered.
"Yes, a coward. I saw you with
SERIOUS BACKACHE
my pwn eyes at the game this after
noon. Tou had the ball under your
Qlidde T.r Wi.o.r
When your back schen, and your bladarm and ran with it the whole length
5 Patseneer, Gray
rediaordered,
kidneys
be
teem to
of the field Instead ot facing the der and
member it ia needleaa to suffer go to your Davis, Electric Light
crowd and fighting like a man."
nearest drug atore and get a bottle of Dr, and Starter, 15 H Pa
Kilmer'a Swamp-Root- .
It is s physician'a
climber j M to 80 mile oil
prescription for discaaes of the kidneys Clrantrat hillHUMM
English of the Diamond.
tniica on one att or urea,
one man muttatr top, 1(4
btuwnrl flpeeriomt-itTIn the National league is an um- and bladder.
l
fc'x.liit
Incli tires, welt-li- t
In.
It lina flood tbe teat of yennt and ha tmiiiHtrt. 1IKT& LlNirlbutor
pire who Is a stickler for correct defor Colorado,
effectively
quickly ami
how uexico, Wyoming ana western rtuuraak.
portment on the diamond. In a game a rcputntion for thousands
of case.
giving results in
The Colorado Cartercar Co.
he officiated at tbo Polo
Tliia prescription waa ued by Dr. KilDenver, Colorado
I
grounds early in the soaBon, as Chief mer in hia private practice and wna ao 1636 Broadway
Meyers, the Indian catcher for New very effective that it haa been plore.l on LIVE AGENTS WANTED
York, came to bat, certain of the Bos- sale everywhere. Get s bottle, 60c and
ton players sitting on their boncli be- (1.00, at your nearest druggist.
However, if yon wMi first to test thl
gan to guy the brawny red man.
In an Instant tbe umpire had loft great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Iiinghamton, N. Y., for a
Another Diagram Showing Cuts of Beef.
his place behind the catcher and was sample
HAVE YOU ANY?
bottle. When writing be aure and
bombWRITS US.
running
toward
visitors'
the
paper.
Adv.
mention
this
combraising.
Not a block away was a proof,
the leun they contain; but In
paring boiling, stewing and similar butcher who sold the entire rack,
"Cut out them personalities!" he
A dollar unjustly gained cannot ba
meats the cost cf gross meat, or rat from the first chop tfp to the shoul- ordered.
118 W. SOUTH WAT Id ST., CHIOAOO
"Cut out them personalijustly kept.
and lean combined, should be more der, as French chops, at 86 cents per ties!"
largely considered, because the fat pound, and recognized no difference
Aa be turned away a
There voice filtered out through the grandIs more completely utilized, as In the in the quality or tbe meat
Is
hamburger,
point
also
to
bash,
another
loaf,
consider,
and
meat
caBe of
stand behind him, saying:
that la the way the meat Is trimmed,
and corned beef.
"Out out them grammar'" Saturbesome
trimming
closely
butchers
One of the most important poluts to
day Evening Post.
weighing,
in which case the meat
learn is the way tbe meat is cut up fore
and how the different cuts should be may be well worth a cent or two a
MOTHER'8 "NOTIONS"
In a side or beef we bave pound more, and others weighing first
coolwd.
Good for Young People to Follow.
Urst the neck and shouldor clod, the and trimming afterward.
Marketing should be done In person,
latter a good, solid cut of meat par"My little grandson often comes up
ticularly good tor beef a la mode; lo this rule there Is no exception. It to
show me how large the muscles of
and
ribs
the
five
chuck
Is for tbe purchasor herself to see
then come the
his
arms are.
California
aniwhether tlu chops be large or small,
meat from the under aide of the
"He was a delicate child, but has demal, the flank, plate, navel and the slice of ham or tbe proper cut and veloped
into a strong, healthy boy and
brisket, the latter used mainly for thick liens and what the proportion or
principal factor.
corning; next to the chuck come the waste in the piece or meat she Is pur- Postum haa been the
"I was Induced to give him the Postand
chasing. It is too much to expect or
v t
w
.jv
aar
ra
I
um because ot my own experience
a busy marketnian, who has hundreds
'
;
V
...
or customers, to put himself In the with it.
"I am sixty years old, and have been
place of such a customer and give
dyspepsia for
From tropical Hawaii, home of the sweetett,
ber exactly what she would have se- a victim ot nervoua
many years. Have tried all sorts ot
lected herself. The only sure way or
luacioui pineapple, cornea the one; and
most
getting exactly what Is best for each medicines and bad treatment from
California, where the tendered asparagus grows, supplies the other. The Libbf
permanent remany
no
physicians,
but
particular family is for tbe housecare and cleanliness back of both is a warrant of a product that will please you.
keeper herseir to Inspect and select lief came.
"I used to read the Postum adverthe' meat and see It cut off.
InM on Libby $ at your grocer's.
tisements In our paper. At first I gave
As to the purchasing or pieces or
finally
them,
to
but
but little attention
Libby, McNeill Libby, Chicago
meat which will answer for more than something lnj one ot the advertiseone dinner, such as roasta, It should ments made me conclude to try Posbe found from experience Just how tum.
many pounds are needed for the two
"I waa very particular to have It
or three meals to be supplied, and prepared strictly according to direcIt Is tions, and used good, rich cream. It
that much always purchased.
sometimes economy to buy a large cut was very nice Indeed, and about bedof meat A small roast costing 60 or time I said to
the members ot the fam76 cents might be enough for only
ily thfct I believed I felt better. One
one dinner, where a larger one, cost- of
them laughed and said, 'That's aning $1, would furnish meat for two
ot mother's notions,' but the noat an average cost of 60 other
dinners
tion has not left me yet
of Mutton.
cents, a saving worth while. It baa
lasts longer
The large can of K
"I continued to Improve right along
prime ribs for roasting; then the sir- been found better economy by expe- after leaving off coffee and taking
other baking
than 25 cents worth
loin tor steaks and roasts; the rump rienced cooks and caterers to plan the Postum, and now after three years'
s
way
In
to
buy
this
than
for steaka, roasts and stews; the
powders but no matter how long it
use I feel so well that I am almost
round for stews and bamburg ateak; whatever the marketman offers, and young again. I know Postum was the
takes the user to get to the bottom
s
any
may
there
and the shin for soup.
Under the then utilize
cause of the change in my health and
ribs lies the filet, a tender atrip of be. Tbe same rule applies to chicken I cannot say too much in lta favor. I
last spoonful is guaranteed to
the
meat which haa never been exercised or any other sort or meat.
wish I could persuade all nervous peoperfect satisfaction. K raises
ple to use It"
S've
Idaho Haa a Seaport
nicest, lightest biscuits, cakes
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
It used to be compulsory In England
Tbe completion of the Celilo canal,
Creek,
Mich.
and It is
and pastry you
that the dead should be burled In on the Oregon side of the Columbia
Postum cornea In two forms:
woolen shrouds. This law waa intro- tlver adds Idaho to tbe list of states
guaranteed
wholesome.
form-must
original
Postum
Cereal the
duced In order to encourage the manu- having a seaport It Is now possible
facture of woolen cloth within tbe for
l
river steamers to ages. be well boiled. 15o and 2Sc packFor goodness sake, use K C.
kingdom.
pass from the Pacific ocean to
powder-disso- lves
soluble
Postum
a
Instant
at the head of navigation on the
Princess Shakovskaya Is tbe only
quickly In a cup ot hot water,
woman aviator In the great war. 8he Snake river, a distance ot 480 miles.
and, with cream and sugar, makes a
is said 13 be in active service at tbe
delicious beverage Instantly. 80e and
Inspiration
front In East Prussia. At first ber ap60c tins.
Inspiration is the soul of achieveplication was rejected because of her
W Cam Prttm Itt '
Both kinds are equally delicious and
sex, but she demonstrated that she ment the primal motive ot creation,
ttommr
oaiATaaT
cup.
per
cost about the same
tar to nov. ma b r
could manage a flying machine as well the beginning of masterpiece.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
tUMinm of momuot orTtea, snow om tut tafonMIMa. ,
as a man and was Anally accented.
laafaanrtris, Kassv
CW.rAMHSM, tost
sold by Grocers.
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accurate aun dial has been
Invented that can be held In the hand
any
and adjusted to tell tbe time In
A fairly

latitude.
Rubber tubing can be kept from deteriorating when not In use by storing
It In water to which a little salt hss
been added.
Cannon ! rted with aand bsve jeen
found effective In breaking up swarms
pear In
of locusts that frequently si
Costa Rica.
--
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Coyne Brothers

high-pitche- d

nun HI

I" inn ii

Table Dainties from Sunny
Climes

Asparagus

aw

cr

Hawaiian Pineapple

iiiii mil Hill ml

This Baking Powder
Keeps Its Strength

is r

FROM ALL PARTS

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
S7
m

loss
of Sleep,
(MMSBtliaBSMMSI

III Hill

round average 65 per cent lean, IS
per cent fat, and 17 per cent bone.
Round steak contalna 74 to 84 per
cent lean, tbe rump roast 49 per cent,
round pot . oast 86 per cent, and soup
bonea I to 66 per cent.
Chuck cuta contain an average ot

CASTORIA

Oil, Pars
Caatorla is a harmlegs anbitltnta for Castor
Syrups. It Is pleasant. It
rorle. Drops and Soothing;Morphine
nor other Narcotic)
contains neither Opium,
Worms
It destroys years
substance. Its anre Is its guarantee.
18
and allays Fcverlshneis. For more thanofthirty
Constipation,
rcllet
has been la constant use lor the
and
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles
the Stomach and Bowels,
It rcflrulates
Diarrhoea.
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural Sleep.
Xh Children's Panacea Xho mother's Friend,

3

Retail Cuts
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of

left-over-

left-over-

G

ever ate,
pure and

stern-wbee-

Lew-Isto-
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The Clovis Nc73

Everything: has advanced but
The Deming Headlight issued
the subscription price to the a splendid 24 page Liberty Bell

newspapers.

edition which was devoted to
the history of the Liberty Bell
The Newt Printing Company
If it was left to the discretion and its visit there on the 16th,
Publishers.
of the Texans, there weuld be which was made the occasion
J B. Cdrrhm. Political Editor. no closed season on shooting for a big celebration. Deming
Mexicans.
is one of the best towns in the
post
office
at
Entered at the
Headlight is strong
If you fail to get the News-don- 't state and the
Clovis, N. M. as second class
class.
booster
in
the
always blame the postmatter under the act of March
master.' Possibly your
8. 1879.
An exchange says feather
has expired.
leggod chickens are all the go
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION ,
This week is the final chapter this year. That's nothing, we
$1.00
One Year
of the "Goddess." It has have them here in Clovis with
60c
Biz Months
proven to be a most interesting fur about the shoe tops.
stery from start to finish.
ADVERTISING RATES
Winter time is here and the
Shooting Americans across shoe problem confronts you. Go
Display ads 15 cts. per inch.
Special rates on advertising the international boundry line to Weidman's for the shoes that
by Mexicans is their most im- solve the problem.
f
contracts.
Local readers 1st insertion 8 proved system of target practice.
highest
price
Will pay
market
cts. per line.
turkeys delivered from
for
fat
Each subsequent insertion 5 The old fashioned man who 15th to 19th of Norember.
pointed with pride to his chicken
cts. per line
The best ladies and childrens
coop in the back yard nas been
are always to be found at
shoes
replaced by
man who points
Democrat ie in Politics to his garage.the
Weidman's.
1--

t-- f.

We believe there is ample
The first fall of the beautiful
proof and justification for the this winter visited this section
claim that Clovis is the center Wednesday morning. It was in

of the largest agricultural secNot in
tion in New Mexico.
area perhaps but in point of
settlement. It is the center of
population of a large agricultural
district and great quantities of
farm products are stored here
or shipped from here. It is
likewise the trading, point of
this big district and by reason of
its geographical location and
railroad facilities is destined to
continue to enjoy this business.
This trade in itself would support a city of the present size of
Clovis and as the country
as it is doing at a rapid
pace, the town will continue to
grow. In addition to this, Clovis has a monthly railroad pay
roll of at least $75,000. This is
no insignificant sum and the
greater portion of this is expended here. To the investor
we would ask where in this
country could you find a better
place to invest than in Clovis
property or cheap Curry County
land ? Its as safe as government
bonds. Investigate.

(
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the nature of a norther and was
not considered beautiful by anyone except the coal man.
We sometimes

fciwt He. mm
of tbe latorter. United States
UndOffiea. Tueuaeexi N. at., October T. 1116.
1 Francis M. Hide of Blair. Ocav. Oeatosue:
Tee are hereby notified that William I. Bale,
whs elves Tealee. N. M as bis poet sffloo
did ea September Is. IMS. lie In this office
his dsly corroborated application la eortrstsnd
secure the eaacellatloa of yoar homestead sotry
aerial Ne. 01176, mad A us. M-If 11. for 8. E.
4
Seel ion 19 Township 6 N Ran.. n a
. M.
P. Msridlsn, and as rrourds for his conceit he
alleles that the said Francis M. Hydo hss hn-dosthe said tract of land; that hs has not cultivated the said tract of land for a period of three
years; that hs has made but oecnslonal visits to
ths said tract of land for ths past three yesrs;
that sine the data or his fllinc on ibe said tract
of le.d his family has resided at or near Blair.
In the stat of Oklahoma: that for the past three
yean the said Francis M. Hyde hss resided with
his family at or near Blair, in the state of Okla
homa; that ths said Francis M. Hyri has utterly
failed te show cood faith In his efforts to tecare
patent to the said treat at land.
You are therefore, further notified that the
said allesatwaswUI be taken as cenfeeserl. and
year sskl sntry will be canceled without further
rich to ea heard, either before Us osSeeerea
appeal. If yea fall te Me la this office within
twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shows below, year answer, aneer
oath, speeifteellr responding; t these arlccatioas
of contest, another srith doe proof that yea
have served a copy of year answer ea the said
contestant either la person or by registered coaiL
Yob should stats m your answer the asjaa of
ths post office to which you desire future aotleee
to be sent to yon.
R. P. DONOHOO. iter! iter.
Felipe Benches Y Baca. Receiver.
Dale of first publication October 22.1911
" " second
October 2. till
"
" November S. 191t
third
" " fourth
November 12. IMS

a
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OUR

BANK

YOUR BANK
Deposit your money with us.
draws interest.

It is safe and

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check ia a receipt.
Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will get you any amount you want at
modest interest.
Substantial men own this bank; substantial
are its depositors: substantial men have
made it what it is and will make it greater.
men

This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
make it so in practice.

Non Coal Land.

politely and courteously
we do our dear ones who
their lives for us. "Commanners, tableware and
linen" are perhaps not necessary
all the time, but what is good
for strangers is good for our
loved ones at home.
more
than
give
pany

a

7'Ae

Roval

does the work of seveml
ivnca ritera in one it writes.
types cards and bills! All
this withnut a dollar for
"special" attachments. The
one machine docs it all.
Writ Dlrmct

The Newspapers are the losers
as a result of most all advertising schemes worked in a town.
The merchant usually has just
so much to spend for advertising and if he spends it for a
fence sign, movie slide, cook
book ad or carnival booth, there
is less expended for legetimate
newspaper advertising.

and

n. nun.

Notice for Publication.

treat strangers

Of all our national holidays
none is more universally or more
joyously celebrated than that of
Thanksgiving Day. Though of
New England origin and for
many years confined almost exclusively to that section, it has
There is not a vacant business slowly bnt surely extended itself
house in Clovis, the last on the all over our great country.
side streets, having recently
been occupied.
The same is
We have made of Thanksgivtrue of residence houses and ing a day of gratitude all
there are no few under construca day the accomtion.
The demand for rental paniments of which are merry
houses is so great that when one as they should be. The reunion
is vacated another tenant is of families and of friends, the
ready to move in. A better evi- feasting
the laughter,
dence of prosperity could not be even the legend of the ennobled
given.
American bird, all combine to
make of the day something
The first real touch of winter genuine and religiously beauti
caine Saturday night when a cold ful. There is the strain of the
norther sent the mercury down Timbrel. Never was a greater
below the freezing point. The national holiday, never one more
first killing frost of the season perfect in its spirit. It is in it
also occurred last week, Zero self one of the things to be
temperatures were reported thankful for to the Power which
has so blessed so vast a land.
throughtout the northwest.

Notice of Contest.
Serial

for our new Brochure,

"BET-TE-

R

SERVICE," and

beau,
tiful Color - Photograph of the
10,
Wets Royal Maattr-Mod10TAI TTPEWRITElt CO. Ik.
Me P. NOBLE.

FARWELLL,

TEX

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, U 8 lend office at
ft Sumner. N. U., Nov. 17th. 1916.
Notice Is hereby (riven that William A. Ken
nedy, Clevis. N. M. who on April 14th. 1909 mace
Sec
Orirtaal Homestead Entry N. 061W, SIS
17. T. 4 N, Rtt E, N, M. P.M. and on April. Snd.
Entry,
Not
IMS made Additional Homestead
10118,

forNEMSectU.

Township 4 N.

Banc.

E. N. M. P.M. haa Sled notice of Intention to
make Anal Sve roar proof on Orlilonal and three
year proof on Additional, to aetabllah claim to
the land above deeeribed before W. 1. Curren.
In his office at
United States Commissioner
Clovis. New Mexico on the t8th day of December
116.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francis M. Rose. Elmer A. Curler. Leslie P
Simpson. Albert L. Moore, all of Clovis, M. M.
N, It-Si.
A. J. Evans. Ret-lateSS

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at FortSumnor, N. M.. October 24th. 1016.
Notice is hereby riven that Robert A. Moore, of
Texleo, N. M.. R. No. 2 who. on Sept. 24th, 1912.
made Humeatend Entry. No. ll(r,3, for W.
Section 12. Township 8 N.. Rsntre M R.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. J. Curren, U. 8.
CommiMionor, In his oftice at Clovis. N. M., on
ths Snd dsy nf December, 1916.
Claimant namss as witnesses:
William
W. Hnnssto, Crummel H. Deloxier. Harold H.
Turner, Clifford E. Kir by. John B, Anderson, all
of Clovis, N. M.
A. J. EVANS. Km I iter.
O. 9- - N. 19.

A.
Nov.

J.

Evans. Reflster.

WE HAVE MOVED....

Notice For Publication.

The Star Market haa moved from the old stand on
West Grand to the buildidg formerly occupied by the
Central Market, next door to McFarlin's Grocery, on
Grand A venue. We are prepared to Berve you with
choice, fresh and cured meats of all kinds. Phone 27

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. November Sth. 1916.
Notice is hereby (iven that Jacob P. Relchart,
of Clovis, N. M.. who, on Nov. sth. 190. made
Original Homestead
Entry. No. VIVA, for HE
Bee. 14. T4. N. RS4 E. N. P. M. and on
October 12th. 1912. made additional Homestead
Entry No. 0tM4 for N W
section 14
Township 4 N. Kan re It E. N. M. r. has Died
notice of intention to make Final Five-yeProof, te establish claim to the land above described, before W. J. Cu rrcn. U. 8. Commission-o- r
la his Offies at Clovis, N. M.. on the 21nd day
of December. 1916.
Claimant names as witnessed
Ed F. Chandler. Claud N. M.i Robert H. Sn.ll-Inrof Clovis. N. M.i Elmer A. Curler, of Clovis, N. M. and Charles Brady, of Claud. N. M.
Nov, IS. Dec 17.
A. J. Evens, Register.

THE STAR MARKET

Magic City Furniture and'
Undertaking Co.
.

(JOHNSON BROS.)
Notice for Publication.

Nea asai land
Departrmeeitef the latertsr. OS land office at
FertBumaar. N. M.. Nov. Sth. 1916.
Notice le hereby siren that Annie Rsulls.
Widow of William Raulis, dices sed. of Texleo,
New, Mexico, who ea December, S2nd 1904, made
Orlsriooal Homestead Entry No. 01811 for W
Notice For Publication
8W
BE
see. lend K
Section 4 and on
July ltb. 190. mad additional Homestead
Non-co- al
land.
SW 4 and Lots 6 and
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office Entry No. 0417 for E
(, section 3, township 2 north, range 17 East,
at Ft Sumnor. N. M. November, 17. 1915.
N. M. P. M. haa filed notice of Intention to make
Notice is hereby erlven that William H, Ruttsr,
proof to establish claim to ths
final nve-re- ar
of Clovis. N. M., who. on December 2 1909, made
land above described before William J. Curren.
home toad entry serial no. 07419 fur southCommissioner,
U.
S.
at his office in Clovis. N. M.,
west quarter, section 7 township 8 north, range
on the 18th day of December. 1911,
35 E, New Mexico
P meridian has Died noClaimant names as witnesses:
tice of Intention to make final five year
Oeorg W. Psul. Robert C. Vinyard, Albert
proof to establish claim to the land above deDoolittls. Jamss W. Blorkson. a) I of Teilee, N. M.
scribed
belore W. J. Curren, U. 8., CommisA.J. Kvans, Register,
sioner at his office In Clovis. N. M. on
NI2 D17
the 28th day of December 1916.
Claimant names as wltnosses:
Andrew 8. Moore, Edward E. Hick man. Clay
If you want good servicable
Garrison and Edjrar P. Cannody. all of Clovis,
N. M.

First National Bank

shoes that fit, wear and please
you, get them at Weidman's
f

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

U-R-NEXT

Union Barber Shop

R. H. SNELINGS, Proprietor.
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

The News Gives All the News

t--

...THAN KS GIVING...
For Peace and for Plenty, and for the multitude of blessings vouchsafed to this glorious country of ours, let us
be truly thankful. This is the day when reunited families and friends are met together to enjoy its rounds of
pleasure. The season finds us well prepared to supply every Man's and Boys' necessities in the way of choice
outfitting, including all the requisites for full dress.

Suits $15.00 to $30.00; Overcoats$ 15.00 to $30.00
while it takes "Quality" to find room in our store, it costs no more money to wear our Better Outfitting than

it does the other, or uncertain sort.

MANDELL DRY GOODS AND CLOTHING CO.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

9i

...Spend Your Money With Clovis Merchants...

are simply fattening the other fellow's comWheiTyou try to' "ave:aTdollar" by sending it away from home, it. like throwing feed to your neighbor'. chickens-Y- ou
drive home this fact they have started a SPECIAL BAK
munity. Your home merchants are offering bargains evety day equal to any mail order house on earth.
following.
Look for this page each week in THE NEWo.-SAV- E
by
of
wdl
be
fered
GAIN DAY SALE to be held on Saturday of each week, when ONE EXTRA SPEUAL
MONEY by patronizing these advertisers. BARGAIN DAY, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1915.

Jo

LODGE DIECTORY

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,
Cut Glass, Hand Painted China,
at MONEY SAVIN&
PRICES. You lose if you don't see our stock bertuf&
buying. Expert repairing and diamond setting.

Everything new and

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.

.nntrt.

I

fSSl

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
No. 31

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall,
Luke Morton, Secretary.

R. B. Stanton, N. G.

Clovis Phone 392.

CLOVIS.

No. 1244.

MELROSE.

Wednesday night.
C. K. HKHIilN
fsrrn. riuht
"t
will have a public
uf '".V1,
- north an tw nilr
ttnlf bill
Will
wnil
ItereiiitK-Uth.
.in
upon riNU?t.
Krlc K. Forix'S, Auctionwr.

l'

mile-

I have

'

W. O. W. No. 36.
Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday
in Woodmen Hall.

Luke Morton,

(Jlovis National nun

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

.

DRUGS"

IN

GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED"

INDIAN GOODS. CURIOS, SOUVENIRS,

TALKING MACHINES

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

at Praetorian Hall
J. R. Elmorft. Reo

BOOKS, STATIONERY,

noi;VArv

The

W

doMStoro
TIM

tg!"" r'T'.'.T

W. II. DI'CKWOHTH.
I'

er by Parcel Post

Owner.

anything ordered from us in our line, when the order.a'mounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

I

Without Pain....
... Whisker Extracted

I

OUR PUBLIC FORUM

New Mexico Produce Company

1

Strictly up
ass union

under new management.
The Sanitary Barber snop very
e
n
taw
to date and sant
workmen empioyea.

ZlnTLrou.
'
'"''''""

THf SANITARY SHOP,

C. V.

WHITE, Proprietor

ANJTRANnLJNE

Line in Clovis
The Oldest Established Tran3fer

Down Town Phone 123

V.-I

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY

Residence Phone 321

P. Ripley

E.

On Relations of Railroads and Peopl

The Industrial leader of thU nation are talklnc to
the public face to face through the columns of this paper.
87
Thu time was when if a corporation had anything
to the people they aent a hired hand, whlsperod It through
legisa lawyer or employed a lobbyist to explain It to the
lature, but the men who know and the men who do axe
now talking orer the fence to the man who plows.
When the leading business men of this nation get
"back to tho soil" with their problems, strife and dissension will disappear, for when men look into each other's
faces and smtlo there is a better day coming.
Mr R P Itlulev. orealdent of the Santa Fe Rauroaa,
In reference to re'atlons existing between the
views
givn
his
to
when avked
rnllroud anil tho public wild In part:
are
Trequ..ntlv wo hear statements to tho effect that the.. relations
public aentl.
improving, tlmi the era of railroa.l halting has passed and that
pub.m
ment now favors treating the railroads fairly. As yet this chano in
seutitnenl. If any such there be. Ih not effcutUo in results.
tern states lurlnh tin
It is inn that In the legislatures of the soitthwei
were fewer unreasonable and unreasoning tay.a passed
past winter th-Mils Introduced
Han usual but a consideration of the hostiletheugh
they wero defeutd b
Is Htill reason for much disquiet ""'n
more or lessi of a majority.
,
harshly treated doe.
Moreover the id. that the rail mad-- have been
the Slate Railroad Commissions which
rot teem to prevail In the oillces of bu.-iIs not to act
a notion that their
seem to
that
proceed on t
between the rullroaris and tho people, but which and that their duty Is to
themselves
the ra.lroads aru ablo to take care ofthough
justice
deny
tl.oy
In so doing
aMorney for the people oven
thut th e rai roads
to the n l.oa.is. It requires no argument to demonstrate
taxpayers. That they
entitled to Juki Ire equally with oilier c'thtemi laand
perfectly JUMljtlWe. of
Save not received It and nro lot reoelving it
court,
proof. That they huve practically no recourse In the
determine
tl)crofore , tuut the ,,enle. through their representatlTes,
jmpjB-Sate.lVt whether the services of the railroads ssbsall toe
to
or not- - and it requires no fortuno teller or sopthsayer
no
better.
paid
and
for
is
service will take the class that
to
Thrnatural competition between the railroad, and the natural desire
service has heretofore resulted In
to perform flrst-cla- s
for. Continuation of this will be
much more than It was wlllln to pay can
long accomplish the Impossible.
Impossible and no laws, however drastic,
ro
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o
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o
o
o
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Saved GirFs
"I want to tell you what wonderful benefit
ceived from the use of Thedford's
Ky.
Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills,

I

Blarfc-DrauBh- t,"

have rewrites

colds,
"It certainly has no equal for la grippe, bad
ht
believe
liver and stomach troubles. I firmly
measles,
saved my little girl's life. When She had the
Thedfords
dose
of
good
one
but
her,
on
in
they went
made them break out, and she has had nd
ht
more trouble. I shall never be without
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

headache, dizziIn my home." For constipation, indigestion,
and all similar
biliousness,
ness, malaria, chills and fever,
Itself a safe,
Black-Draug- ht
proved
has
ailments, Thedford's
reliable, gentle and valuable remedy.
try Black- If you suffer from any of these complaints,

.....

t

ne of known mem oeveniy-uv- c
J J years of splendid- success proves Its value. Good lor
J! young and old. For tale everywhere. Price 25 cants.
It is

ft med c

i

O
&

0a

o
o

0
0
0
0

J.

Manager

W. BORSKEY.

Opened for Business November 1st
Wholesale Fruits, Vegetables and all
kinds of Produce
Warehouse at 204 West Grand Ave.

tU

';tr

m

clu-rhl-

Girro

fw,
Wl

IVORY, ETC.

CUT GLASS.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Telephone 58.

r
1

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

No. 770.

"SATISFACTION

i9

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

"EVERYTHING
KODAKS

WALKER'S MARKET

Clovis Council Praetorians

H. BELL

Next Door to

night

fa-

mous E. E. Strauss Tailoring
Company, of Chicago, a big shipment of
ODD COATS.
misfit SUITS PANTS,
i
ODE ESTS ANL OVERCOATS WHICH
AM SELLING AT BARGAIN PRICES

MISFITS

We sell Groceries and solicit your
patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices. - - - Call Phone 29.

Secretary.

Whitetower Lodge

just received from the

FARWELL.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

B. Herod,

Fritz

John Prichard, E. R.

PORTALES,

The Model Grocery

at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th

Meets

1

WAREHOUSES

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

McFarlin's Grocery

We buy and
ship hogs.

Vegetables. Fruits,
Produce, etc.

at Masonic' Hall.

jAlMk

For Clean. Fresh. Staple Articles in Groceries, we are
Our facilities for serving you are absoheadquarters.
lutely perfect: If you are not a patron, try us.

Meats of All Kinds

Meets every 1st arid 3rd Tuesday "night

P. A. Lashier, W. M.

..Visit Our New Store...

7.

Gentral Meat Go.

A.
ant!
A. M., No. 40.

Invie

I

fill

JEWELRY
Leepy Building.

T'r

'XI

PHONE

FREE DELIVERY

;

New Mexico Produce Company

a

TELEPHONE

NO.

212

M'trir

TREES

TREES

!

TREES

!

..L. R. CONARTY..

If you want home grown trees that are healthy and
propagated from varieties that have been tested and do best
it. the west, it will pay you to investigate all that to have
nurseries on the plains. Dainview Nursery will pay $5.00
a day and expenses to anyone who will investigate of they
do not find that we have the largest and best stock of home
grown trees anywhere in Texas west of FortlWorth or in
New Mexico. We are practically the only institution that
has a stock of fruit trees ready for the market. For your
good and ours too, we solicit your investigation.

AGENT

PLAINVIEW NURSERY

New Mexico Educational Association
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
That exceptional rate round trip'from Clovis to Albuqaerque
i $10.00.
Sales dates Nov. 18 to 22 inclusive. Ask us.

-

-

SU2

!

CIotm,

Nw

Mexico

TM

136

r

Afftat.

Tahoka,

Tax,,
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Pleasant Hill Notes
The
smoke became so dense is
School Institute.
saschool
house Tuesday that
the
To be held at the Methodist
loon is put completely out of
could
pupils
not stay in the
the
cultichurch in Clovi3, New Mexico,
business, the man who has
room,
1015.
drenched
and
December, fourth and fifth
vated h' thirst
J. A. Blackwell and Floyd
his system to tr.e stao where a
PROGRAM
good sii'd "Rk" affords the KRIDAY AFTERNOON 2:30 to 4:00 Karns started to school last
Tuesday. Thay missed six days
iff. will continue to iind
ci.lv
Ri;v. Milton Reece. schooling on account of having
Devotional
satisthi' hoc' in some form to
The Sunday School a World to stack feed.
fy hi.s longing.
Doctor Moore
Power
a !vs tlia' the farm fiilo is Strength and Weakness of the People began to think of old
times last Wednesday, when an
an imiuirlant part here,
Round table
Sunday School
fashioned sand storm matin
olJ
Las w I; hi1 l.chiinon ( Fndiartat
Rev. Raioy.
discufiion led by
i
liit
a raid over the plains. Harry
i'u;.
it'l..i.' j.iiM
Cl.tM.ri
a!.:'iite!y m FKIDAV KVKNINC, 7.1Ilunxaie seems to think thai
R'.'V. Cl'0'..'ii the Fords imvo conquered the
jl;i'Y.ti':'l
'
.liSiity wind. II" bid J " Made twei
..!;:;.-:.-.- r
;i.
.' pUr.T.l awl his v
o.' Vnf Sun lay seven tnlcs per houf against
lVr the jiiiTL-.;L (:'.. .Murni'Hder thut wind whii ii'jiii,.', lo !!ovi:. "
t'd-- :
School
tin'.;! if' 'T n tin
lio-.and hold the
best'
to
reach
ju:.lice
a
l"cui
m
.'!.'nvn 'n
Small boys have their basket
Did on
lliih school pupils in Sunday ball ground, backstops and KO&la
of the peace o .
J as. Dickley ia good shape for practice play
School
ever hear of silo whiskey.
9:1)0
A. M,
Yes? Well, there are a lot of us
SATURDAY
ing. They intend to purchase
who are not so well acquainted Devotional
Rev. Lambort their basket ball within the near
with silos and ensilage and all The Bible in every class-- R.
A. future.
the methods of procedure thereCameron and A. J. Rodes.
J. M. Blackwell went to Texi
with, and "silo whisky" is a new What is teaching-gene- ral
disco Saturday.
one on us. It sure does take a
cussion led by......Kev. Raley.
The preacher who has been
dry territory to get next to all
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 2:30 p. m. selected as pastor for our church
the new drinks and the manner
Kev. Sanford preached two good sermons last
And the Devotional ...
of obtaining them.
Mrs. K. Sunday.
department
home
The
grand jury is to meet next MonA. J.
Mrs.
C. Childress and
Miss Golda Wichans invited
day, too. But what are those
Rodes
young girls of this commun
the
six men going to do in a case
and cradle roll
Primary
work
ity
to
her home last Sunday. A
Maybe
depown
this?
our
like
Mrs. Beckley pleasant time has been reported.
and
Snyder
Mrs.
uty revenue collector will get a
rural Sunday Several of the poople are on
line on it, but how can he pinch Opportunity ef the
Johnson. the sick list this week. Foot
Jas,
School
anv hoy for making whisky
O'CLOCK and mouth disease
7:15
EVENING
SATURDAY
must be
when the whisky makes itself?
Rev. J. H. Messer spreading for Thomas C. Galla
John Ellis, known to everyone Devotional
gher has a sore foot and a larger
in Lebanon as "Zeb" Ellis, was Music in the Sunday School-- A.
percent of people have some kind
picked up by the local police
R. Sedar and Musin Croft
.J. V. of a mouth ailment.
Tuesday evening stewed to the Preliminary Exercises..
Wide Awake,
eyebrows. He went to jail for
Rice and J. C. Wislon
Sunday
of
the
the night, and in Justice
Social activities
Fairfield Facts
Mrs. J. V. Rice
court Wednesday mornSchool
Grandma Blair was on the sick
ing he gave out the information
and Mrs. Mollie Wright.
that he bought no liqour at all Rev. Edward Raley, field list last week but she is reported
that he got drunk on "silo worker for the Sunday Schools some what better,
whisky." He was fined a dollar of Arizona and New Mexico will
Mr. Martin and family spent
and costs, and while he was ar- be with us and it is hoped that Sunday with Mr. Font
ranging to stay his assessment, every Sunday School in Curry T. A. Boone, who works in the
he explained the makings of the County will be represented. shops at Clovis, is spending a
jew cup of joy.
Entertainment will be provided few days with home folks.
Farmers will now have to keep and delegates who expect to at
Eugene Houston has sold his
a watch over their silos the. tend are requssted to communi'
faVm to Mr. Hollis.
t
same as they do over their apple cate with Mrs. E. Cassell. SecreMr. and Mrs. Wilson went to
orchards and melon patches, arid tary of the County Association,
; '
Sunday.
Portales
Home others, who would prefer Clovis, New Mexico.
School is progressing nicely.
stealing their booze to paying
from $1.25 to $1. 50 per quart for Union Thanksgiving Service The new seats have arrived and
will be put down Saturday. ''
this drug store stuff.
25. 7:15 p. m.
November
Down in the bottom of the silo
Kafir heading is keeping all
Presbyterian Church
according to Ellis, after the
hands busy just now.
PROGRAM
of the contents start,
Martin, Fent and Houstons
-Choir and Ladies each butchered a beef
Music
Union
is to be found u clear white
last week.
Band.
liquid which has the ordinary
Little
Artie
Beth
and Rex
"squirrel" whisky backed so far Scripture and Prayer --- J. H. Williams are suffering with bad
Messer.
off the bar that it is never called
colds.
for. From three silos, Zeb says, Offering for Americans.
Mrs. Fent visited Mrs. Wilsen
sixteen quarts of this delectable Music.
Monday
afternoon.
Proclamation of the President
and paralyzing
r
A
friend
from east Texas is
Miss Veta Bills.
were obtained thut he knows of.
-Monvisiting
Mr.
Doaaho and looking
Ida
Mrs.
Original
Poem
And this is silo whisky.
for
a
location.
tieth.
We showed the above clipping
Mr. Merril is working on the
to "Uncle Jim." who said: "By The Name of Old Glory Miss
Bayless.
Jewell
Clovis
Portales road.
Heck! I never 'spected to build
Talks:
Minutes
Ten
C,
A.
Fent is having well
one of them air things, but now
Past-C.
W.
Lambert
The
trouble.
do
sure
I'll
'er."
The Present D. A. Sanford
Prospect Jeremiah Moore. A Sure Enough Barg aia:
The
For Sale
Trade

-

County Sunday

Drunk on Siio Juice
Of course, if the licensed

"Wot. (HMD
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...CONTINUES...
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We are still offering special reduced pricas on Hats.

i

i

lu--

j

Thi3 Dig Cut Price Sale will continue throughout the

'

-

-

month, and we want every lady in Curry County who
has not purchased her Winter Hat, to come in and,
see the Genuine Bargains we are now offering, in order to make room for our Holiday Goods. Our entire line of Trimmed Hats are on special sale, as well
as Feather Boas and Trimmings.

;

m-t-

Trow-brigde-

...LOOK HERE...
The first

ladies that buy KABO corsets
from us this month will receive a nice present, FREE.
We have just received a full line of suits from eastern
markets, that are the last word in STYLE. FIT,
QUALITY and BEAUTY but, you will have to come
quick as they are going fast.

's

twenty-fou- r

Osborne & Wright

.

or

Music.

pd.

For Sale
A persectly sate family horse,
good buggy horse, work anywhere, a child-pahandle him.
Also good buggy and harness.
Snap for $125. Terms. J. H.
Shepard, box 444, Clovis. Phone
406.

t--

f

For Sale
4 room house, 3 lota,

Mrs. Harshaw,
Hickory and Otero Sts.,
pd.

at a

bar-grai- n.

Corner

east

Bousher Feed Mills will save

their cost the first season.

t--

f

SList your property, land or
livestock with W. L. Mansfield,
t--

f
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Paper All One Year "

FOUR MONTHLY MAGAZINES
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for Corn Owner.

Ihe 3ijr Ba;;r:.:
It's Sure,
I.li-t-

"Bets-It- "

320 acres valley land, deeded
miles east of Corona, N, M.
Price $3,500.00. 80 acres in cul.'I'
tivation, good improvements.
Plenty of free range, water,
'"'
timber and shelter. Grows good
'"''
I.I noli!
nil rtrilKKlilK.
alfalfa. Corn will make 50 bu.
tlr, or BMiit. dln rt by K. Law.
'ru tml
i.iu A ro.,rhli'tfo.
per acre. Also lease on 680
Sold in Clovis and recommend!
acres. Government land adjoinFirst Methodist Church
ing. Best Bargain in New ed as the World's best corn reNovember 21st.
Mexico-w- ell
worth $7,000.00. medy by Southwestern Drug Co.
Subject for the morning ser- Reason for selling, engaged in and Mears' Pharmacy.
mon will be, "King Saul and other business.
Ed Aughney.
His Spells," The young people
East Vaughn, New Mexico. J
are invited to hear this sermon.
The subject for the evening ser- O 29 6t pd.
mon will be, 'The Mourners'
We want your farm
Beach." Unconverted peolpe
Given Away
to
Can handle
loans.
invited
especially
hear
ate
To the family baying the most
them oh short no- - '
the sermon Sunday evening. A groceries within the next 60
tice.
cordis! invitatiea to all.
days we will give away absolute
ly free, a steel enambled Kitchen
See us at once!
Lyceum Sunday Evening
Cabinet. Something new.
Tha W. C. T. U. will have f
Modal Grocery.
The
eharge of the servic at the Ly
Union Mortgage Co.
ceum Sunday evening and will
Steers to Sell
be assisted by the Christian and
I have 40 head of good two-yePresbyterian churches.
old steers to sell at my
ERLE E. FORBES
farm 10 miles northeast of
AUCTIONEER
be
Lost Grain tester bucket
Clovis. See Mansfield
Nathtac tae lara er toe amaD to tall
tween, Cloyis and Texico. Find
at auctlea. Have your teode ready
If you have not worn Floer--hfifor Satwday'a Sale.
er please return, to Clovis elev
shoe you should try them.
tor.
CLOVI8,
nl
NEW MEX.
.
tf
J. V. Fisher, Vega, 1xa For sale by A. Weidmanii.

For sale cheap or will trade Prayer and Benediction.
tor horse broke single. 2 good
Rev, Milton Reece will preside.
brood mares; 2 good colts. 1
Prof. D. N. Crof will have
yearling, 1 4 months old. Both charge of the Music
mares broke double. A bargain.
A hearty invitation to everyif taken at once.
body.
C. E. Mattioon,
Committee.
1 mile north new school nouse.
-t

Ik Sorns,
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thirst-quenche-

1-

Wander

i.ew-Va- y

et

Send u your order right awiy, ot
it to our reprtuntatitv, at all ud
ne whi tn town. If you hart nerer tubtcribed to our paper befnrc, do It now ud
H that (our mfuinn. II
an regular Mbacriber to our paper, we nrgt you
to tend ia your renewal at otic, and get tact four mafuiaee. II you art a rub-acrito any of these maguinea, etod yow reaewal order to ne tad we will eztaod
your aabeeription for one year.

(

et m fw NaisziaM for
M
Ul lly If yra StuWikt to mmr eapr
ae ytsr.

Thin
t flf It
I HIllA

We bar tampU copiea
ee tkeia. TTiey arc printed
clean, b tercet ing atoriet and
Faahion, Fancy Needlework,

$tl 18

of theee laagajunae oa d it lay at our rffica. Call aad
on book paper with Uluat.-Bte- d
corcre, and are full of
inatruetivt articlet oa Hietory, Science, Art, Maaie,
General rarmiag, Live Stock and Poultry.

Send Your Orttsr Befora Yss Forget It
Til

18c

fr

MasizlBM Will Stop

Pntpty. Wku Tin

$
--

U Oi

-

ag

THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance
Automobile Forms.

Let as write your Surety
Pkeae 12 ia

Mond

.

Antlcri Hotel Buildinfj. Cbvis. N. M.

G

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.

m

J. C Trickey, U. S. Commion- - A Bit of Wisdom
or at Grady had a sale of bis
and Advice
stuff last week and it is said
Gallagher)
(By T.
Clovis Creamery & Produce Co. that he is contemplating leaving
Character describes the man.
the country soon. The sale.
t
Thoughtfulness conquers
which was in charge of E. E.
Jeremiah J. S purlin was in Forbes,
the auctioneer, was many mistakes.
from hii ranch northwest of quite
Humbleness is appreciated by I
a success, the live stock
town, Saturdujr.
your
comrades.
bringing good prices.
Sincerity in action and thought
Bert Curiess, painting, paper"-inWork began this week on the .forma dependence.
kalsomining. Phone 254.
big new garage building on
Do not get too familiar with
t
North Main Street. It is being strangers.
E. R. Cassel has been trans- ing built by W. E. McLendon
All strangers are not angels.
ferred to Belen and will move and others and will be occupied
Consider before accepting.
his family there.
by Jones and Lindley with the
Attend on an invitation.
D. Hood, of Kansas, father of Highway garage.
Never seek advantages.
Never go beyond your limits.
lira. W. H. Shumate, is visiting
Round
Oak Heaters and
Economy belongs neither to
her this week .
Ranges. The best is the cheap
the wasteful person nor to the
f
Mrs. J. Oof tr and daughter est
miser.
Barry Hardware Co.
were in from their farm near
Hording ud money is sin: Bet
Havener Saturday.
Curry
Clovis will entertain the
be a spendthrift thai a miser.
ter
Mrs. Henry Baker, who has County Sunday School ConvenBoth extravagance and avail- bees aiek for several days, is tion on December 5th and 6th. ciousness have ruined homes.
Delegates from all parts of the
able to be out again.
county
are making arrange"We have enjoyed a splendid
Bert Curiess, painting, paper ments to be here for the two
in fall and winter goods,"
ing, Kalsomining. Phone 254.
trade
days.
4--t
said Mrs. Nelson, at Mandells
Bishop Howden has arranged dry goodsjdepartment, "especial
Mrs. F. W. Mason, wife of for a special Preaching Mission
ly considering the late warm
Conductor Mason, returned from to be conducted by Rev. E, N. weather, but since the cool snap
a trip to Albuquerque
Bullock, commencing on Suaday we have been doing a big busiNovember 28. Preaching every ness in heavy garments.
We
W.
H.
Everybody invited to look for abig trade since the
of
day.
children
The three
Taylor, who have been suffering come.
real cool weather has set in and
with scarlet fever, are reported
rush during the holidays."
a
Catholic Ladies Bazaar Dec. 4.
to be rapidly recovering.
6
10
to
Will serve lunch from
J. H. Shepard is selling cattle
supper from 6 to o.
for The Texas State Bank of 8
If you have worn Floersheim and oyster
f
- ahoeB you will want them again.
Farwell. He went over to the
H. R. Gibson, the osteo border city Tuesday to inspect
Dr.
tf
For sale by A. Weidmann.
path, returned Sunday from a herd of 500 head which Mr.
A. E. Siegner, proprietor of California, where he took an Harrison had just received.
the Portales Inn, has inaugu- osteopathic post graduate course
Mrs. Jack Prichett was here
rated an auto route between at the largest school of the kind
Amarillo Wednesday. Mr.
from
Portales.
and
Clovis
in the United States.
Prichett now makes his headn
R. V.. Dake. who has a big
Many turkeys for the Thanks-eivin- e quarters in Amarillo where he is
in
was
Havener,
of
farm north
trade are being brought. associated with the Case
the city Saturday and renewed The prevailing price this week
his subscription to the News.
is 11 to 12 ceots.
building
The new public school
,
The new drug store have most
ana
completion
winit
Miss .Williams, one of the is nearin;
fountheir
of their fixtures and
teachers, who has been confined be ready for occupancy soon. It
tain in place and will be ready to her bei for some time with will relieve the congested conA. B.
for business within a few days. an attack of scarlet fever, is able dition of the big school building
side.
Piak to be out again, the quarentine on the east
WAWTED-Tur- key
J. C. Jones, the Buick agent
2t, having been lifted last week.
era.
Tucumcari, whose terrifrom
Several wagon loads of broom
Company
Claris Creamery
also
tory
embraces Clovis, was The Ariagton StockWednesday
mursaay
were breught in
again
played
here
ft Product Company corn
and seld to Gurley and Co. It is in the eity the first of the week night on an off date while en
Quite a number attended Miss bringing from $40.00 to $85.00 in the interest of bis company.
route from Roswell after a
'
Johnson's recital at the Lyceum per ton.
Geo. W. Wilson, who resides week's stay. After the show
Friday night Miss Johnson
I can tell in a very few rain southwest of Clovis, was in the some of the members 01 tne
teaches elocution in the publie
utes whether one needs glasses city Tuesday and informs us that troupe entertained with some
school.
or not. No eharares for this be has sold his farm to a man specialties at the Elks' audifrom east Texas who will take torium, which they did free as
f
Bert Curiess. painting, paper- examination.
254.
Phone
kalsomining.
Dosession soon. Mr. Wilson who an act ef courtesy to the order.
ing,
Dr. H. R. Gibsen.
4is a watch and sewing machine
Missionary services were giv
I am now prepared to test eyes repairer says that he expects to
1
by the ladies of the Methodist
The New Mexico Consevatory for Ittin of irluses.
locate here in Clovis if he can en
Sunday night. Among
f Music will furnish more
Dr. H. R, Gibson.
church
find a suitable location for a
speakers
rooms soon for the accomodation
who gave their sub
the
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. McLean shop.
preparation and
thorough
of the music classes and
ject
left for the California expo
It snowed at Grady Tuesday who made impressive talks
sitions Thursday. Mr. McLean a sufficient amount to let the
were Mesdames Bayless, Austin,
Bill came running breathless who is agent for the American
is Seder and Childers. A foreign
time
winter
people
know
that
all
into camn and the boys were
well numna. has been in bad here and that King Frost will
missionary alio spoke.
excited and wanted to know health for several weeks.
henceforth reign supreme for
"There's
matter.
If you have anything to sell or
what was the
I treat diseases of the eye, ear. several months. Snow was re- trade, list with the Mansfield
"
Hard
Bill.
said
hehind.
hnr
ported all over the Panhandle Land Company. We will treat
f
wick finally maneuvered around nose and throat
f
you right.
country and at Vaughn.
R.
H,
Gibson.
Dr.
and took its picture.
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WE HAVE THE

2--

DEL MONT

g.

4--

LINE OF FRUITS

If you do not know what they are, we will introduce
them by saying that they fre the best, or the equal
of the best, ever put up in canSr You cannot ' belp
being satisfied with the DEL MONTE brands.

t--

Del Monte Pineapple, No. 21 Cans, 6 for

- $1.09

Del Monte Peaches, No. 2 Cans, 12 for -

$2.25

Del Monte Loganberries,; No 21 Cans, 12 for $2.59
10 Cents Straight

Yuba Tomatoes, Extra Fine,

Visit our booth, at the Elks' Carnival, and see these
goods and sample the Del Monte preserves .with
wafers. We will receive, in a few days a car of
AMERICAN LADY FLOUR which we can sell for
$3.10, on arrival American Lady is the most popu-la- r
Flour ever sold in Clovis. We sell the BEST
CHEAPER than the rest.

t--

The Model Grocery
AUSTIN, Proprietor, Phone 29
v..

t--

-t

t--

IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR 1NSTITU-TIOare extended to everyone.
Come to us for

advii-- e

Come In
We Want to Meet You

t--

t--

i

Clovis National Bant
VDenver

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

(1

r.

J

--

tf.

fact,
All the talk In ths world cannot down this one blp
adopM by Itit Army and
namely that after severe comparative tests We CoU via
I
buy
Don't
Marked superiority Get that?
Km two 'Hi
the anfeet ai'tnmatic riHol and the oulckcet to get lots actios.
any other but a Colt-i- tii
, .
Thie Strains Picture FRKE
...
Colt. W the Front (reproduced t... In X ,"LEST,"
.
u
war accnea. we navw
of
modern
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Stretcher Bearer Gives Impres
sions of Life at Front.

Immense Shears That Cut Through
Quartsr-lnePlate With
Is Nesrly Overcome by 8lght of First
of Rivets Used on
Operation Till Given Slap by BurEvery Carrisge.
geon Dare Not Tell Men
Truth.
The building In which steel box cars
ire constructed for a leading eastern
We had just left railroad the Altoona Steel Car shop-co- vers
the space ot a large city square
the hospital and bad reached the station. We were exchanging glances ot sod looks as though it had been built
joy and shaking bands, saying "Paris! to be the mammoth of all convention
We are going to see Paris again." The balls. The visitor's first Impression Is
train was waiting on a aiding. We that he has entered a boiler factory.
climbed into It; the hospital atten This Is because every car Is put together with 6,100 rivets and every
dants placed us In our seats.
There I beard a conversation that rivet is driven home with a rattle of
struck me more than has any other blows from a pneumatlo riveting tool
unquestionably one ot the most sucsince the beginning of the war. On
devices ever inof the soldiers in our carriage, doubt- cessful
less In a confidential mood that day. vented.
began to relate the Impressions ot his
Someone with a taste for figures has
life as a military hospital attendant- - calculated that on a busy day tho riv
"It was In the early days of the wr. eting tools in this building strike
Impacts upon resounding steel,
I had received
a commission as
stretcher bearer In a hospital at Nice. or 25 to 30 per second throughout the
The first wounded arrived; long trains working hours.
were filled with them; they bad lain
A stoel box car from the trucks up
on the straw of the cars throughout
that is, the underframe, body and
across root is built practically altogether ot
Journey
the Interminable
France In slow military trains, which riveted steel plates.
were constantly delayed. Many died
TbeBe plates aro first moved by over-on the way; others were landed here bead cranes to the shearing machines,
and there In heaps. How feverishly of which there are several of different
we had to work; there was not a min sizes. Suspended in chains, so that
ute to be lost.
thoy may be swung and turned with
'1 remember
the terrible slap the the least possible expenditure of huhead surgeon gave me the first day he man effort, the plates are seized by
entered the operating room, when I gangs ot mon, who, combining skill
was ordered to hold a wounded sol with brawn, guide them between the
dier whose leg was being amputated. blados of the shears, where they are
The odor, the cruel sight of the opera- cut into the proper shapes. The largtion, caused mo to turn as white as est of the shears can make a
death, and I was about to faint. That cut in a quarter-incsteel plate about
to my as easily as a tailor snips three inches
blow brought me quickly
senses. I have seen worse sights from a piece of cloth.
since!
Next the rivet holes are punched.
"We Bpetii some terrible moments On the longest pieces this is done on
of anguish there.
We had no anti the "multiple punch," a wonderful ma
tetanus serum; we had written ana chine which bandies four pieces of
telegraphed everywhere for it, but the work at once and can make as many
hospitals which had It kept It jeal as 160 boles through a
steel
ously and It was Impossible to obtain plate on every movement.
any.
After the punching, If tho plates are
'I recall one of the flneBt men I not intended for parts of the car which
have ever known, a charming com- are perfectly flat this is, it tho edges
rade, who was wounded In the foot are to be turned for riveting, or if
His wound was not serious; at the they are to be bent into the "U" forms
end of two weeks It had healed. Then used in giving rigidity to the under-framone night he felt a stiffness In bit
they next go to the forming
neck; his mind began to wander, his presses. These are the most powerful
done
was
He
muscles to contract.
machines In the shops. The largest
for. All we could do was to relieve of them Is capable of exerting nearly
his suffering.
It folds
4,000,000 pounds pressure.
"Whenever a patient had an attack steel so noiBolessly and easily that
of this nature we dared not tell him it is difficult to realize the enorwhat It was. He was sent to a spe- mous power tint Is applied.
cial hospital; it wasn't a hospital. It
Fitting the center sills is the first
was a morgue. He went there to die.
Job In "erecting" a car. Then a gang
"finally, one day we heard that of men, armed with pneumatic rivotlng
serum rould be procured at a fantas- tools, fasten the sills together as fast
tic price In Italy. The doctor Immedi as
t
rivets can be tossed to them
ately requisitioned the swiftest auto from the forges.
mobiles ho could find In Nice. The
Next In order, after the Joining of
next day we hnd serum and tetanus the center sills, is the fitting and rivdisi. Mea red.
eting of the diaphragms and braces,
'The recollection of this period Is tho application of
equipment
not more terrlhlo than that of the and couplers, and riveting tho sides
days I spent in Arras as stretcher and ends.
bearer during the fierce combats ot
The car is then lifted from the small
Notre Dame de Ixirctte. I was there erecting
trucks and lowered on a Bet
a month gathering the dead and
regular trucks which are placed on
wounded; witnessing the most terri- of
a standard gauge track leading out inble mutilations; my ears filled with
to the yards.
was
the groans of men. The work
Tho roof is next added. The last
sway
hard; we had to carry the men
shop is riveting
on our backs, for the approaches were oporatlon inside the
and
too narrow to permit of the use of on tho slilo ladders
equipMore than one died on and applying the
stretchers.
ment. Tho car is pushed out Into the
my bark. .
yard, where it is cleaned with benzine,
I was taken
1 am old;
I'm forty-six- .
remove grease. It is then ready for
to
1
now
one
trenches,
am
and
from the
painting.
of the conductors of this train of
Ease-Thou- sands
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One or the heavy guns wilb which the Italians have been battering the
Austrian fortltleallona In the Tyroleae Alpa. Elevated to an angle of 45
degrees. It can drop a shell with accuracy aome fifteen tnlloa away.

SNIPER'S GRIM WORK
Sharpshooter's Bullet Has
cial Formidableness.

Spe-

For Hours the Sniper Patiently Wait
Loophole
for the Opening of
or the Sight of
a Cap.
British Heudnuorters. It would be
Interesting, If such a calculation were
possible, to clobsify the agencies to
which the total dally casualties are
due. Whatever the statistics might
prove, the most fnrmids )le agency is
Btill the sniper's bullet.
it is possible, perhaps even probable, that the majority of HritlHb casualties would be found to be attributed
to shell fire. It might be found that
along a particular line of trench the
bulk of the men are knocked out by
hand grenudrs.
But tho sharpshooters bullet has a special formidable-dchof Its own such as Is enjoyed by
no other weapon.
The shell, tho rifle grenude, the
trench mortur at least give soma
warning to the ear; the bomb and the
aeriul torpedo are visible as they come
through tho air in daytime, and may
frequently be dodged.
The "listeners" are generally able to give some
warning as to the operations and progress of hostile miners.
The bullet
alone is absolutely unobtrusive, Instantaneous, and unceasing.
one mny tuke a certuiu amount of
liberties, ub it were, with shell fire.
A single man, or even two men, provided that they are not obviously people of importance, may risk a walk
along a stretch of ground In view of
the enemy's guns, simply because It
Is not worth a gunner's while to ihoot
at every individual enemy he sees.
No such familiarity is safe with a
sniper. He is always on the lookout
for unconsidered trifles, and all the
more ready to tire that his ammunition is so cheap and plentiful.
This static trench warfare baa largely curtailed the activities of the old
type of snipor of the sniper, that is
to say. who concealed himself In some
neat piece of cover and thence, with
the aid of telescopic sights, picked off
individuals at a long range. And this,
for two reasons.
In the first place, as soon as the
two armies realized that trench warfare was likely to last for months,
they set to work very naturally to
elaborate their defenses, and have
largely defeated the sniper proper by
the very elaboration and multiplicity
of their communication trenches. And,
secondly, the Immobility of the front
has meant that very many of the
sniper's haunts have gradually become
found out and are so carefully
watched as to be almost untenable.
'
The old sniper has thus been forced
more and more into the background,
nd Buds It Increasingly difficult to
get anything like a good day's bag.
The other afternoon I was wlia
two snipers when they at last spotted
a German aunnlng himself In a leld.
The distance was made out to be Just
Each of my comover 2.000 yards.
big game
panions was a
shot, and they each fired a couple if
rounds at the enemy.
The butlers must have gone uncomfortably near the umrk. for, after oaen
hot the man stared about him with a
puzibid movement, but he stalked off
Tins was, of course, an exunhit.
treme range, but the marksmen were
sceationally good, and their failure
to tlnd anything but so unpromising
a targut shows clearly enough that
the only possible marks are frequently
set at virtually Impossible ranges.
Hut, wttn the temporary extinction
grown
oi th sniper proper, ther'j has
p s hofct of trench snipers, men who

are constantly firing at from 20 to 300
yards or whatever may be the ridiculously smull distance separating the
opposing lines.
One of the bewildering features of the war is the inlly
publication of long lists at a time
when there la nothing sufficiently Important to Justify a British communique.
Ilchind Ibe rows of sandbags which face one another with such
apparent piirposefulnesa. there are the
snipers who v.ill spend hours waiting for the opening of a loophole, the
sight of a cap or a hand incautiously
raised above the parapet, the hoisting
of a periscope, a shovel anything
which may betoken the least undue
activity.
There is a constant pitting of patient vlgllunce against Ignorance, carelessness, or the sheer recklessness
born of physical fatigue. The strain
of being under shell fire may be mora
acute while it lasts, hut in the Ion;
run, it Is the unlntermittent crack of
the bullet which Jars the nervous system most permanently.
A 3ati, whom I will cull "A," was
admittedly one of the tirt half dozen
In the
rllla shots In Great ilrltuln.
early days of the war his special
value as a rapid llrer during the German attacks lu masses was great.
"A" was luter put in a machine-susection, and wu finally killed while
going to fetch water for the guu.
That, surely, was a job which might
have been detailed to a less valuable
man. It would seem to be only comshots
mon prudence that
should be carefully husbunclnil.
n
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DESERT WRECKS
Mule and

A

MINSTREL

Trained Dogs With
Show Perish of
Thirst.

One-Ma- n

Pomona, Cal. Hitched to a light
wagon in the place of a faithful mule
which perished In the desert, William
Green, an old animal trainer from
New Orleans, arrived here and appealed to Mayor Vandergrift for nid.
He was sick and penniless.
Green left New Orleans last March,
headed for the San Francisco Exposition. He had a show wagon drawu by
the mule. In the wagon were 18 performing dogs. Green himself was once
a leading light of minstrelsy.
.The wandering minstrel raked in
the money till he struck the deHert In
Arizona and then his fortune faded.
His mule died of thirst. He bought a
horse and It perished on the desert.
His Intelligent dogs, some of which
were valued at $',00, dropped off one
by one. He Bays aid given by passengers of an overland train enabled him
to get out of the desert with his own
life.

OLDEST RED CROSS MEMBER
Is Pointed Cap, Canadian Indian, Who
at 108 8ends Portrait to Canadian Premier.

CHARACTER

V

THE GREAT POINT

Matter Worth Consideration by Men
Who Occupy Positions That
Degree of Responsibility.
En-ta- ll

FINE
THAT REQUIRES
SKILL AND MACHINERY.

WORK

.

v

I

'

'
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One of the railroads had a bad col
lision recently. The conductor, engi
neer and fireman of an extra train all
forgot about a regular passenger
train, the schedule ot which, they
knew perfectly well, and ran Into It
After getting all the
from behind.
facts the superintendent' of the division reported that the accident was
caused by the chance assignment .ot
three moral weaklings to the same
crew. The conductor had been fired
once before for causing a collision
and was not a man of strong character. The engineer's record showed
three previous suspensions, and he
was known to indulge occasionally in
The fireman had
gross Immoralities.
been in trouble over a scandalous domestic 'difficulty. The superintendent
summed up:
"Having In the service such men as
these, the best way to frame up a
collision Is to get tbem together in
the same crew."
The Railway Age Gazette commeuta
on the gravity ot this danger and the
difficulty of forestalling It, and suggests that perhaps it would be a good
rule "to make sure of at least one
wholly trustworthy man on every
train." The point Is that In this particular railroading does not differ from
any other human pursuit having to
do with the hard facts ot this world.
The basis of them all is character and
lack of character means loss and peril
and death. Collier's Weekly.
DANGER
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I Said
Calmnet!'

"I want what I ask for
I know what it would
mean to go home without

it

Mother won't take
she's are ot
aura of light.
wnoietome, taity bu-In-

chances

Calumet

gi

of positive, nnl- lora malts of purity ,
and economy, lorn try j

CALUMET
Bakinjf Powder
lay 'ailds your

AT CROSSING

SIGNAL

'

i i

isvorlts brand once
and you'll never go
back to it.

Warning and Precautionary Device at
Intersection of Line and Automobile Road.

Calu

met li the world s
best Baking Pow
der it's moder
ate in price."

The danger signal shown in the accompanying illustration was erected
at the Intersection of a railroad line
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hand-hold-

hand-brak-

wounded
we had a
'Day before yesterday
wounded soldier whose head was a
mass of bandages, with a little bole
Another
In the place of his mouth.

hospital attendant and I were curious
enough to raise his bandage. His tag
Indicated that his nose and the lower
part of his face had been torn away
By luck
by the splinter of a shell.
he had not Inst bin sight. His wounds
had been clenned and disinfected; a
piece of skin had been removed from
his back and applied to his face; In
this a round hole was made through
he was fad, and another
which
Liquid
through which he breathed.
food was given him by means of a
rubber tube.
'And those poor unfortunates whose
limbs have been amputated! I saw
one whose two arras and a leg bad
been cut off. He had received more
than 200 shell splinters: the greater
part were small, like plnheads."
As we listened to this man, sad and
serious, a fine tall Moroccan, who was
wounded, got up from his seat.
His
eyes were filled with tears and he
started to talk with fierce energy:
"Why
French take care boche
wounded? After war they go home-h- ave
many chlldron; begin war again
with children, and war no good.
French stupid. Roches, kill all, all
bad men. When no more boches, no
more war. That good."

Ottawa, Can. A novel picture hat
been received by Sir Robert Borden
the Canadian premier, and forwarded
by him to the local Red Cross rooms
It Is that of the oldest member of the
Red Cross society in the world, and at
that a western Indian. Pointed Cap
who belongs lo the File Hills Indian
He will be
reserve In Saskatchewan
one hundred and eight years old on
November 14 next.
Professor Lost In Wilds.
The establishment of a brunch oi
Mrs. Genevieve
Iterkeley, Cal.
the Red Cross society for these hull itriHufiilt. wife of J. W. Brldwell. forans shows how deeply the people ol mr entomologist at the Unlversltv of
all clusses in ths Dominion are ln;er California. Is on her way to the anested In the war utid eager to fl mi u
tltiodes In searcn ot ner nusnana, wno
way of lemlitiR assistance.
went into me wiiaa oi weiiern aus- imiia some montns sRO as tne acent
Flatiron Explodes and Injures Qirls. of the Hawaiian government In search
Berlin ville, o. Edna and llurths of ptrasites to control Insect pests.
Jenkins, daughters of a farmer Hvinps
Professor unaweii whh ibsi neara
near here, were painfully burned
Irotn when be sailed from Sydney, N.
other day, wbeu a flatiron containlrj 8. W for ports on the west coast of
heater fed with gtsollne exploded In Australia, whence he expected to pro
Miss Edna Jenkins' bands
ceed Inland.
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Cheap and bigcanBaklngPowdersdonot
saveyou money. Calumetdoes It's Pure
and far superior to sour milk and soda.
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On the Right Track.
"How did you arrive at that con
clusion?"
"By means of a train of thought."

New Type of Railroad Crossing Signal In Which the Arms Change Position to Warn Oncoming Pedestrians and Drivers.

A man never gets over thinking how
smart he Is to have almost succeedod
at anything.

and automobile road. As a train enters tho dutiger lone the signal reads
"Step, Danger," and at other times,
Bmile on wish day. That's when yon use
In the vlow the Red Crnaa Una Blue. Clolbes whiter than
"Slow, Caution."
All grocers. Adv.
now.
position
may
changing
seen
be
blades
as a car Is approaching. As a furIdealize a woman and she doesn't
ther warr.lng and protection, a bell
rings during the day, while at night a care It sho Isn't understood.
system of lights is employed, a red
light flashing out when the bell rings.
Monthly
and
Popular
Science
World's Advance.

Can't Do the Vork

When the Deaf Hear.
said that persons afWorks Automatically and Is Consid- flicted with certain forms of doafnost
ered to Be Superior to Those
can hear perfectly In the midst of a
Now In Genersl Use.
A locomotive engineer was
tumult.
found to be very denf, and, although
stops
to
train
This Invention relates
he protested that ho rould henr perthat Is, to mechanism used for auto- fectly well whllo on his englno, he wai
matically stopping a train when the susponded from duty. Some time aftlatter would otherwise be exposed to erwards ho applied tor reinstatement,
dangor. More particularly stated, it again urging the fact of his ported
hearing whilo on duty. Finally, the
physician rode with him upon a loco
motive and put him to overy possible
test. To the doctor's surprise he
found tho man able not only to hear
ordinary sounds, but also to distinguish whispers and movements that
were Inaudible to his companion.
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FOR STOPPING TRAIN

O

Is often

On

Guarding Their Eyea.
That some ot the railroads are

A bad back

work harder.
All day the
dull throb and

sharp,
the
darting pains

eviiv
--

AUK

iVf- -

make you miserable,
and
there's no rest
at night.
Maybe It's
your dally

--

a&ifcJ?Jnov
ring.

V

that
-

tar l,r"

Jolting,
lifting, reaching, dampness and many other
strains do weaken them.
Cure the kidneys. Use Doan's
Kidney Pills. They have helped
thousands and should do as well
for you.

do-

ing good work In accident prevention,
Train Stop.
outside ot transportation problems, is
Indicated in an Illustration In Safety
relates to train steps of the kind op- Engineering from a photograph tajten
SO at all Stores
erated by electricity and controllable In the shops of the Baltimore and
FnatonMlhWn Co. Pna. BufTalo.'NY
automatically by a predetermined conOhio. An emery wheel Is guarded In
dition of one or nioro electric currents. an efficient mkiner. Goggles are fur-Scientific American.
.
nished for operators. Conspicuous notices and warning signs are posted,
Begin an Alaska Railroad.
also, lastructing the emploees not to
PanaThe steamer Wilmington from
use the grinder without first protectrare Have AeTvaweeer
ma began lischarglng fifteen hundrod ing their eyes with goggles and caugtitptoRomn. Wivllhrali4a,
tons of equipment for tho government tioning them not to clean, oil, adjust
fullvmloalneaaliudqaickrarania. WS
railroad, says a recent dispatch from or repair the machine while It la run- km haat market In Amartra for ran, lildae, eta,
pHra Htf
Ko mmmUsion. Wrlu toriarFtmtmry
Seward, Alaska.
awMi mt f"r fre aVfeae
ning.
SOuat rua) Ottawa r, sm I", sft.1 ami, atSa.
Commissioner Edes ot the Alaska
engineering cnxjtiasion is now at
Sixty Years With One Line.
conferring with Commissioner
A. W. Dewltt, who dlod a short time
Mears concerning details of winter ago, workel 60 years for tho Erie railrailroad work. A force ot men Is re- road, laving begun In the day of the
,
building tho first thirteen miles of the old diamond stack,
Alaska Northern track frcra Howard
loormotive. Dewitt Invented
and another force Is repairing the a duplex train check, which Is now in
trestles further cut.
nation'-wlduse.
The Alaska engineering commission
KQXm E. BURTCX "iHVftiVD
an-- !
the Alaska railroad commission
Owners of Railroad Stock.
Bpeelmeaprteaa: Qold, SUrar, Lead, II ; QoU
will cooperate in Improvement of the
Exactly 622,284 people In the United BjUTar,neiOoldJ0e:Elaeereopper,tl.
Moiling
winter trail tjtween the end of the States own rallroal stock. The aver oavalopae and roll prt Hat aenl on appl I cation.
Bat,
Mat.
Carbonate
Baa.
LaadvlliO, Colo.
present road and acchsrage, over age amount held figures oat at
which heavy travel Is expected.
DENVER, NO.
W. N.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
He Lived "there.
Jamea K. Ferguson, governor 01
Texas, smiled the other evening when
the conversation turned to the subject
ot bad breaks. He said he was reminded of how Smith sadly fowled.
Some time ago Smith was taken to
an entertainment in an unfamiliar
town by a friend, and being somewhat
bored toward the i :d ot the show he
looked around the room for a sympathetic soul.
"You look Just the way I feel about
.
it," be remarked to a
"These receptions are the most
tiresome things on the face of tb

THE CHARM
OF MOTHERHOOD
Enhanced By Perfect Physi.

Health.

c&I

The experience of Motherhood Is a trying on to most women and marks distinctly an epoch in their lives. Notona
woman in a hundred ia prepared or understand how to properly car for her-el- f.

earth."

In many homea
once childless there
are now children because of the fact
's
that Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable

make a
women normal,
Withy and strong.
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Beyond the Critical 8tage.
unilrrHtHiid your husMrs. llowoll
band Is ill. is his fomlllloii critical T
tVltical, Indeed!
Mrs. firowolls
Why, he is poHltively ahuBive.
1

The Right Time.
hippopotamuses to snaila Is something of a shrinkage, but after
FROM the American people to substitute the steak of the great pachyderm
"Your father must have been in
you
get
very good humor when he let
for that of the western steer if necessary E. W. Rust of the federal hortia motorcycle."
cultural board would cut the cost ol
I
l
mo
seized the
Ah!
living with the humble snail.
for it."
ment to
Mr. Rust, having eaten the luclous
gasteropod
glutinous
If somewhat
Not Urajr Hairs bat Tired Eve
of the genua Helix, proceeded to Inmake ut look olilnr than we are. Kaep your
form himself with reference to the apEvea ruiintr an'l vm will look ynutiir. Aflr
proved methods or its preparation for
nlwavi Murine Your Ey- ethe Sluvif
His latest literary production
table.
Diis'l It'll your
t
will no doubt, In spots, be embalmed
If you are not prejudiced you are
within the next national cook book to
not interested.
be Issued by Uncle Sam. It embodies
the recipes for making the snail palatable. First you catch your snail,
If you're sufficiently fleet of foot; you cleanse; you boil In a caldron of salt
water. Now the meat la removed, reduced to paste, seasoned with finely
chopped parsley, chervil and shallots the little hand dictionary refuses to
"Anurlc" manufactured by Dr. Pierce, divulge the identity of chervil and shallots and ia placed between two thin
or even write Dr. Pleroa for a large slices of unsalted butter. The shells having been cleaned and dried, they
permits, you eat.
trial package (10c). If you auspect are now stuffed with this mixture. It your stomach everyone
who baa ever
There s nothing nauseating about it almost
kidney or bladder trouble, send him a
sample of your water and describe eaten well prepared snails, aaya Mr. Rust, admits their gastronomic worth,
symptoms.
Dr. Pierce's chemist will both from the point of nutritive value and that of flavor. They mlght be
oysters, he suggest, which they
examine it, then Dr. Pierce will report used to a great extent as a substitute for
vesemble in flavor when properly prepared.
to you without foe or charge).
In the United States snail growing would be a simple matter, for all that
"Anurie" la thirty-seveNOTE.
la required ia a bushy hillside or, preferably, a limestone bluff near water
time more active than lithia ia elimi- and partially covered with vegetation.
nating uric acid, and is a harmless but
reliable chemical compound that may
Bureau of
be safely given to children, but should Federal
be used only by grown-up- a
who actu
ally wljh to restore their kidneys to
SAM haa created a wonderland into which you may be ushered and
perfect health, by conscientiously UNCLE
obierve a grain of sand assume the proportions of a mountain; an
using one box or more In extreme
Inch expand Into a mile; an unappreciable tephyr attain tha velocity of a
cases aa "Anurlc" (thank to Doctor howling gala; the footfall of a tiny fly
Pierce's achievement) la by far the thunder forth like tha tread ot a draft
moat perfect kidney and bladder cor- horse; the beat of a candle expand
rector obtainable.
Into that of a roaring furnace; the
cheer and comfort of a cozy home tire
emanate from the unpercelved warmth
of a distant star, and the gentle pressure of a linger develop Into the force
of mighty gianta.
Can quickly be overcome try
This wonderland Is the Vnlted
CARTER'S LITTLE
States bureau of standards, and visiexposition
tors to the Panama-PacifiLIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
have had the chance to see t.ere many
of Its marvels. Ot course a 'I the instruments snd appliances of the bureau
,uAa.'u1
j
for exhibition purposes.
could not be taken to San
For Instance, It was not practicable to take the huge testing machines
used to tear apart the strlna r steel a- tier employed in building bridges and
skyscrapers, or, it necessary by the same machine to crush an egg, and In
or fractions of ounces of reeach Instance record accura sly the
nets, and Indigestion. They do their duty, sistance.
Instruments, which
Remarkable beyond degree are the
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
register infinitesimal fluctuations or temperature. A ray of light may nave
Genuine must bear Signature
vtarted ten yeara ago from some distant star, ana may bave spent all of
those ten years to mach the earth; and yet, wnen the ray of light falls upon
the sensitive bolometers oi.erated by the bureau ot standards, these will tell
the observer the amount of heat that ray from tha star brought with it to the
cycle-logica-

gig

ak

Kfd CroM Una; Blue, much better, got
fnrthrr than liquid lilue. M frm any
grocer. Adr.
The trouble bunting station Is still
open.

ANURIC!
The

Newest Discovery in Chemistry

This is a recent discovery of Doctor
Pierce, who is head of the Invalid's
Hotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo,
at Dr. Pierce's
N. Y. Experiment
Hospital for several yeara proved that
there la no other eliminator of uric
acid that can be compared to it For
those easily recognized symptoms of
Inflammation aa backache, scalding
urine and frequont urination, aa well
a sediment ia the urine, or if arte
acid in the blood baa caused rheumatism. It Is simply wonderful how surely "Anuria" acts. The best of resulta are
always obtained In cases of acute
rheumatism in the Joint. In gravel
and gout, and Invariably the palna and
atiffneis which ao frequently and
accompany the diseasa rap-Idl-y
disappear.
Co to your nearest drug store and
package of
aimply ask for a
ty

Standards

Is a Wonderland

Was

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches
of woman'

MMaeawn

iuperlor

oleanaln,

pror.

lufForanatannealing
year the

Lydia K.

dlalnfecU

f:l
t-

-.

riukham Medicine uo. na reo
in mended Paz tine in their
private correepondence with women, which proves its inferiority. Women who have baen
relieved lay It is " worth It
WV1(II
K'"U.
Sample free.
Boo Urea box or by mail.
Toilet Co., Boston, Mas.
Faxton
Jbe
111

c

.

Ilia,
local treatment
each aa leucmrrhoea and inflammation, hot
douche of Paxtlna are Vary alllraclou.
o woman who has erar need medicated
donrlieawill fail to appreolata tha clean and
bealthy con.llilon Paxtin produces ami the
prompt relief from anreneM and discomfort
which followa It naa.Thli la became Paxtlna

In tha

for Storing Fruit and Vegetable.
some distance apart and ssnd covered.
(By F. II. R18LKY.)
ThAra wnra two. one at the house, Those In boxes were elevated a trifla
the other at the barn, built on a side- on bricks. One season we packed
apples In a barrel, with oata between
location.
favorable
hill, a
Roots are 90 oer cent water, account the layers and those proved a sucing for their shriveling when kept in cess also.
The roots for our stock were unia warm, dry place; all moisture evap- nratna. therefore the roots lose most formly good, handy to feed.
r
was on a aide-hil- l
Our
ot their fine feeding value, but It one's
cellar la moist and warm, tnen rot excavation into the high bank. It bad
a cement wall, several feet high, and,
sets in.
Beet roots will stand a little frosty a nice driveway on the upper side.
The roots were very easily unloaded
spell without harm. We kept
etc.. in the house cel by a chute through a convenient, re
lar for convenience, being well sand movable window, which furnished
packed In large boxes, the winuows light as well.
One season we kept a quantity of
left open.
aide-hi- ll
The air Is kept away, aa coolness roots and apples In a pit, In the
about three feet deep. We apread
prevents rot, sprouting and ahrlvellng.
to
We found them fresh, crispy and straw on the bottom, Oiled the pit
the top and covered all with good
tasty in the spring.
The other part of the cellar was ce- straw, with dirt heaped over that, and
mented, of course, and we spread then a board cover, to protect the
some fruit on the floor, yet no earthy contents from water. In February and
March they opened out, with only
taste was noticeable.
Apples kept well packed In layers, few defective specimens.
A Good Type of Cellar

barn-cella-

d

I

k mUi tf npn

Fighters

Best

If yoa want special advice write to
Lydla E. Ptnkham Medicine Co.
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman aad held In strict confidence

iii

one
"Yes," admitted the
with something akin to a algh. "They mASHINOTON. "By washing uolled paper money we aava the government
VY $300 every day," said Miss Annie B. Thomas, in charge of the "laundry"
are rather tiresome.'
"Bora you to beat the band," re jf the redemption division of the United States treasury. The laundry ma
cnines, 01 wnicn were are xour in
turned Smith, and .then auggested,
Washington and eight in the
"Why don't you go home?"
bave been in operation four
"I am home," was the startling re
yeara. They are combination washers
Joinder of the other. "I live in thi
and ironera Two girls work at a
bloomin place."
machine, which is operated by electricity. One feeda the dirty money
SUFFERED FOR FOUR YEARS. .
to the washer and the other catches
the clean money aa It leaves the
Mr. 3. M. Sinclair of Ollvchlll
Ironer.
Tenn., writes: "I strained my back.
The bills are laid on a moving belt
which weakened my kldneya and
of wet blanket, which carries them on
caused an awful bad backache and
to meet another moving blanket from
ot
Inflammation
above. Tbua secured between these two blankets they pass over and around
Labladder.
the
a number of rollers in a tank of soapy suds which cleanses and sterlizes
ter I became ao
Then they pass through rinsing water, and on to heated rollers which
much worse that Ibem.
and
iron them.
irv
a
I
consulted
Thev dron out at the end of the course into tno nanas 01 a gin, woo
f S5l doctor, who said arrutlnizea
each bill to determine whether It is nt to De sent out into circu
that I had Dla lation. As she assorts the bills she stacks those which she considers perfect
s oeiea auu mm
plies ready for the expert counters. When the counts are verified the
j my heart was af - Into
bills are made Into packages containing 4,000 of one denomination
laundered
I suffer- anri 1. ml and sealed for redistribution among the banks.
fected.
Mr. J. M. Sinclair. e(j for four yearl
"Public opinion in banking circles Is divided," Miss Thomas explained,
and was in a nervous state and very nn thia auhteet of laundered money. Some of our banks desire new money
medi
depressed.
The doctor's
much
and stipulate that they will not accept any other, while many banks request
cine didn't help me, so I decided to the waBhed bills, saying that they are softer than the others and are easier
try Dodds Kidney Pills, and I cannot to handle."
say enough to express my relief and
thankfulness, as they cured me. DiaFed of All
mond Dinner Pills cured me of Con- American
Bluejackets
stipation."
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
.
a
...
a
aa
t
lighting men in tne worm, anu u a ooy
bluejacketa are the best-feyour dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
OUR any leanings toward enlistment In the nation's defense, he will make
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodds Dyspepsia Tab
lets for Indigestion have been proved. no mistake bv castlnc his lot with the men afloat He may have a nanaerinf
tor terra urma, dui it rauai nui uo iui- 50c. per box. Adv.
aotten that the armv Is outdistanced
by the navy when it comes to the mat
Teddy Besr Saves Child.
A teddy bear saved Orace Mower, ter of dietary. The dally Issue or food
daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Hither to th4 soldier or the sailor, out
C. E. Mower, from Injury. Mr. Mowor of which three meals are made, is
Is the agent of the St. Paul lallway officially railed a ration. This allowand the family lives on the second ance for the urmv coats Uncle Sam be
tween 24 and 25 cents, but lust year
floor of the depot building.
The little girl was playing In one ot the average cost of subsisting one
for one day In the navy was
the windows when the screen gave man
way and nlie fell to the brick walk nrxfifi .lurkv helna the hlsher liver
power ot nearly lit
.. I
....
. .
...
She held the teddy bear tightly In her by the purchasing
n. n H
soldier fellow in ine national aeienae. u ia um
arms and thus fell on It, preventing cents more than bissay
efficiency
and
s
the
fleet
part
of
the
major
case
to
the
that
death or serious Injury. Cottonwood stating the
men Is due, either directly or indirectly, to the generous
of
contentment
the
Dispatch
Sun.
York
New
V.)
to
Iff!
(S.
t. .
.
I
kn,hnw ,ha flhtn
i
.
mem wuonm.
and vaneu provenuor wnicnl is iiuw givcu ,t.m
or plowing her way thrqugh stormy seas. There was a time, not long ago,
CUTICURA COMPLEXIONS
when tlnnod foods were extensively served on board our naval craft, but tba
fleet is using less and less ot these all the while.
Upon this point Admiral McUowan, chief of the bureau of aupplies and
Are Usually Fresh and Cler, Soft and
Vlvety. Try On.
accounts, has recently said: "There are certain things that it ia almost
corn
la canned
For.. instance,
necessary to use as a part
of a .ration.
... a
.there
.
. . n,
.
I. I. n
wai
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the beef, which Is so well understood ano so wen imea m ma
Ointment to soothe and heul. Thus to a certain moderate extent is not only welcome, but most welcome to the
these supercreamy emollients promote men they like It. Then canned tomatoes and a few other staples; canned
and maintain the natural purity and fruits and some vegetables canned are very serviceable and are used right
benuty of the skin, scalp, hair and along. But the great majority of all the food furnished to the men now, at
meats,
hnnds under conditions which if neg least in the battleship fleet, Is fresh food fresh vegetables, fresh
fresh bread, etc."
lected might disfigure them.
Sample each free by mall with Book
Address pORtcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY
Snail May Cut the Cost of Living
Thinks
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

irr

Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydla E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound, a moat valuable tonic and
Invigorator of the female organism.

mm

Undo Sam's "Money Laundry" Saves $300 a Day

sad-face-

4

.In

CELLARS FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

cltl-ten-

Of courae nearly every woman
nowadays haa medical treatment at such
met, bat many approach the expert- with an organism unfitted for the
trial of strength, and when it ia over
her ayitem baa received a ahock from
which it ia hard to recover. Following
right upon thia cornea the nervoua (train
f caring for the child, and a diitinct
change in the mother result.
There ia nothing more charming than
happy and healthy mother of children,
under the right
and indeed child-birt- h
condition need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The tmexplalnable thing ia
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerve and broken health resulting from
an unprepared condition, and with ample time in which to prepare, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.

Iran a i an

WASniNQEQN CITY

Carters

-

s

g

Hardware nock, but town, artaaui
tno
TUB CltC
BnlX Vsller, Ulo dUcooni for .h, ul
lafemaUoa rile Laleoa a Bofa, Boeiv Turt. Cula

SILO

DOES CUTTING CORN

IS OF MUCH
VALUE TO FARMER

FODDER ROB SOIL?

Steers to FatBe Withto
ten Can Afford
out Huge Receptacle.

Few Ways of More Quickly Killing
Soil Than to Grow and Re- -,
move All of Crop.

No Man Who Buys

-

u

Those farmers who have ucVter studied the silo question, naturally do not
know hdw much money they are losing every year In their feeding operations. No man who buys steers to fatten can afford to be without a silo.
It is a poor cornfield that will not
yield an average of from ten to fifteen tons of green corn pet aero. If
this is cut into silage It will make a
sure profit at present prices of cattle
at from $30 to S34 per acre.
It has been demonstrated conclusteers bring
sively that silage-fcmore money on the Dig maraei man
those that are fattonod on whole corn.
It Is also a fact well known to experienced feeders that silage saves grain
and hay.
It is true that corn fodder contains
under chemical tests more protein
and fattening material than
silage, but the fact remains that
steers do not get an oi tne oenoni
from corn foddor, while about everything that is valuable is consumed in
the silago.
Then silage being quite bulky, It Is
an excellent feed given In connection
with ground grains and heavy meals,
as it aids greatly In their dlgeBtlon.
Another thing, steers like silage. It
tastes good to them and they eat it
with avidity.
A steer prefers silage to dry corn
fodder, Just as a boy prefers pie to
dry corn bread, but in the case of the
steer, the silage Is better food for blm
than the pie Is for the boy.
Place silage and dry corn fodder
before a bunch of steers and they will
not touch the latter until they have
entirely disposed of the first. This
la an important factor in feeding, because palatabillty adds to digestive
qualities ot feed, and the more a
steer digests the more fat be will
put on.
d

WELL-TIME- D

ON

HINTS

SEED SELECTION

When Corn It In Stiff Dough It
May Be Safely Taken Keep
All

Ears Separated.

There Is much said now about the
value of corn fodder by those who
advocate the use of the silo. It Is true
that the corn plant at maturity, exclusive of the etr, contains much valuable feed if properly harvested and
stored, says Kansas Journal.
Yet experienced ones say that there
are few ways of more quickly killing
the soil thiin to grow corn and re.
move all the crop by rutting the foddor.
It Is good farm practice to cut up
the corn and feed it on the place,
provided that land from which It la
cut is immediately manured to reelements taken
store the plant-foofrom it by the crop.
When no equivalent Is returned tbs
soil Is left sadly depleted ot Its balanced chemical store of
elements.
The ear of corn, being largely starch
and composed of water and carbon
dioxide, free compounds ot the atmosphere, does not remove much fertility from the soil. But the entire
corn plant contains nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus which the soil
can ill spare.
These cornstalks should be allowed
to remain in the Held and be plowed
under the following season to return
these vital elements and form soil
humus.
d

KEEP POULTRY FREE
FROM ALL VERMIN
and Most Common
Methods Is to Apply Insect
1
Powder Good Formula.

One of Best

Ar.

(By H. K KEMPSTER. Mlsaourl
cultural L'olles Experiment Station.)

The offspring from a single pair of
lice will In six weeks be approximately
125,000. This fact emphasizes the importance of keeping the poultry (re
from them.
Lice live upon the bodies of the poultry. They deposit their egga In the
plumage, generally near the vent, and
live upon the acurf, dead akin and
feathers. To get rid of them remedies
must be applied to the bird. Spraying
remedies is
the roost with
of little value. One of the beat and
most common methoda ot getting rid
of lice Is to apply Insect powder,
which should be well dusted Into the
A second application ten
feathers.
day after the first will catch the
brood of lice and make a thorough Job of it. Otherwise If tbest
live the first application l of little
value.
A good, cheap and effective louse
powder Is made by adding a mixture
of one part of crude carbolic acid and
three parts of gasoline to plaster ol
parts, all that the powder will blit up.
When the plaster Is dry pulverize lr
and store In tight cans. Another effective remedy is to rub a piece of blue
ointment the size of a pea well Into-thskin just beneath tba vent
g

Because of unusual conditions this
year, many farmers will And it desirable to practice early field selection
of seed corn.
Seed corn may be safely selected in
the stiff dough stage, If properly
cured. The vitality of corn selected
earlier than this is likely to be uncertain.
Early picked reed corn must begin
drying rapidly at the earliest possible
moment. If left lying In a pile for
aa much as a few hours the growth
of mold Is likely to start.
In drying Immature cornr It is important to keep the ears from close

contact

While drying, rainproof buildings
which provide a free circulation of
air and a temperature above freezing
are highly desirable.
seed corn a year old
Nebraska Colla very satisfactory.
lege of Agriculture.
Sanitary Floors Important
Sanitary stable floors are Important
1 milk oualltv Is desired.

sec-on-

Guard Against

RabMs.

fruit crop la harvi'M
ed the young trees should br proti-i- i
ed ucutnst rabbit injury. Wrsppmi
the tre9 with newspapers Is a go id
protect Inn from this trouble.
As soon as tha

Frio Items
Ererytodjr around here are
busy heading and stacking feed.
Help is scarce, aa usual
Fahah'oltz and Sons' threshing
machine started threshing; last
Monday with a real German
crew hope there will not be
any allied invasion while it is at
work.
Ed and Willie Fahaholtz and
Fay Oavia attended Sunday
School at Lincoln Sunday.
The prayer meeting at Frio
last Sunday night waa well attended.
Willie Fabsholtz, Alta lsham
and Willis Westfall visited Miss
Ethel Brasher.
The Frio basket ball team are
going to practice again and will
play the Pleasant Hill team at
aome future date.
There will be preaching at the
Frio church next Sunday by our
new preacher. (
Jess Brown and Fay Davis
eetn to thiak there is some at
traction at Lincoln by going over

Pie Supper
There will be a pie supper

at

Plumbing. Repair prompt and
Phone 72.

atisfactory.

the new Church six miles southwest of Texico Saturday night
the 27th of this month. Proceeds to be applied on chnrch
Everybody invited to
debt.
come and take a part.
A. L. King.

E.

Meet Your Friends

TV

Bazaar and Parcel
Post Social

rr

For the benefit of Sacred Heart
Church, Saturday, December 4,
at Elks' Auditorium.
Lunch
served from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Oyster supper 25c. Donciiig, at
5c a dance, throughout the even
tng.

J. E. "Uncle Josh" Morrison
of Portales, was in the city the
first of the week in the interest
of his candidacy for appointment a s postmaster
there.
Practically all the "old timers"

E.

roperly, you must be supplied
pith table service silverware.

Curren

you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me

help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office.
Eight years experience as U. S. Com-

likes a Ford better?

Carnival Nov. 18, 19 and 20.
Admission is free and everybody is invited. The masqueMrs. J. B. Morris is on the rade ball Friday night is attract'
siek list this week.
ing considerable attention,
Blue Eyes.

...

3$frs

We Have It

If

there so much.
strong endorsement
Who was it that said a buggy
was just as good as a Ford, but
Remember to attend the Elks'

77

CARVE HIM WELL

LAND LAWYER

are supporting him and he
has already received some good

Go

Garve That Turkey

IN ORDER TO DO THE JOB

Arthur

j&

Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors.

at the

Ivan bridges, who was in
Amarillo recently, says that he
saw J. H. Croft, formerly of
Clovis. there and that he has
the watch inspection business
fo. the railroads and is doing
well.
Mr. Croft has also
become associated with some
prominent Amarillo musicians
and they have leased one of the
popular play houses.

Jernigan

Also the cut glass, which is so
necessary to make the Thanks-

giving Table complete in

missioner.-

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS,

We have the "swellest" line of cut glass in the city,

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP..

Parish Pure Food

CRANE A WILLIAMS, Props.

Bread

112

1--

2

First Class Work.
South Main St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

and the designs are all new and attractive.
Decorate your sideboard with our Cut Glassware
and Hand Painted China.

Can be bought at the Kandy
Kitchen, its heme.

E. T. Jernigan & Go.
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

Six Hundred

Hereford and
Durham Heifers
For Sale

i

Austin's Grocery Store.
PROFESSIONAL
Klein's Grocery Store.
Morris Grocery Company
D. D.
Tucker & Busby Groc. Store,
of the Arm of lira. Prraliir Svmringtn
W. H. Simpson Groc, Store,
of Roawdl
Jennie McCauley Grocery.
will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th.
17th of each month treating
Central Meat Market.
diseases of the Bye, Ear, Nob
Bill's Grocers Store.
and .Throat and Fitting Glasses

Swearingin

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

All bread is wrapped in

we have 450 High Grade white

faced and 150 Polled Durham Heifers for sale, for cash or on credit.
The price is just the same, when
we sell on credit we want good notes
bearing 10 per cent interest All
the above heifers are with calf by
registered white faced bulls.

Office Opposite P. O.

plain waxed paper.

Phone

Wo buy and sell
Second-Han-

d

.

CLOTHING
AND

House Furnishings
and take orders for suits. Call
at 103 South Main and es a
bargain.

V. It. WILSON

M. Chapman
DENTIST

Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
(
New Mexico.
i.o vis,

DR. A. L. DILLON
Physician & Surgeon
Special

attention to diseases of
the bye, Ear, Nose and lhroat
and Fitting Glasses.
Over

we also have 35 registered white
faced bull calves and several Durham bulls for sale. If you want
anything in the cow line, see us. we
also have some good Jersey cows on

hand at all times.

FIRE and AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE

Baker Brothers

Ofltc. I'bon.

Man
169.

Clovis,

Plmrmacjr
liMiilcnca Phon

&.

New Mex

Dr. J. R. Haney

Agency
Physician & Surgeon
FARM, GRAIN and HAIL
INSURANCE

Baker Brothers

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
Clovis,

DR.

L M. BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon
Clovis,

Dr. J. B. Weaterf ield
Physician and Surgeon

DR. H. R GIBSON

Osteopath

New Mexico

Phone 16.

Office Opposite Postuffice

Office in Jackson Bid.
Opposite Postoffice
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

AGENCY

DUNN and
HARRISON

89.

NEW MEX.

CLOVIS.

MORRIS
GROCERY
COMPANY

N.U

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 883. Rea.890.
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Office 103

1--

2

-

headquarters for Fruits, Vegetables and table delicacies of all
kinds for the
Is

Molidilay

lrade

New nuts, of all varieties, have just
arrived. They are fresh and good.
The Golden Gate Coffee which we
have donated, will be served by the
Elks at their carnival, try it.
when in need of anything in the
Grocery line, phone 25.
P- -

MORRIS
GROCERY
COMPANY
rii

A

